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Marconi complete
I.F transmitting systems

Marconi M. F Transmitters cover a

comprehensive range from 750kW down
to 1 kW.

HIGH POWER
750RW and SOOkW M. F transmitterp
B6026 and B6021

ISOkW and 150kW M. F transmitter
B6030 and B6027

65% overall efficiency

Vapour cooling

Solid-state drive

Easily paralleled

50kW M. F transmitter B6022

Very high efficiency

Efficient air cooling

Easily paralleled

LOW POWER
10kW M. F transmitter B6029
1kW M. F transmitter B6023

Fullytransistorized exceptfor
singlefinal valve

High stability, solid-state drive

Compact design

Easily paralleled

M. F PARALLELING
EQUIPMENT

Continuity of service

Unattended operation

Great operational flexibility

COMPLETE M. F TRANSMISSION
LINE COMPONENTS
M. F Aerials

Tower radiators, mast radiators, low
power'T'Aerials

Feeder systems and matching networks

SYSTEM PLANNING
Marconi has maintained a high reputation
as complete system planners, and will
undertake all aspects of station design,
including coverage, equipment
specification, frequency planning,
installation and civil engineering.

Below: Two paralleled pairs of50kW
transmitters at the 'Voice of Kenya'
Station at Ngong, Kenya
Bottom: 7 50kW transmitter

Two unattended IkW m. f transmitters
atBBC Station at Postwick

<^1<^>1<^1<^>
The Marconi Company Limited
Broadcasting Division, Chelmsford, Essex, England
Member of GEC-Marconi Electronics Limited
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1 Television antennas

Marconi supplied the antenna system to the
BBC for the world's first public television
system, and have been supplying television
antenna systems all over the world ever since.

Below is the latest wideband aerial for the
British four-programme u. h. f service. It will
accept the outputs from four transmitters on
different frequencies within a ten-channel
band. Marconi television antennas cover
Bands 1, III, IV, and V, and omnidirectional and
special radiation patterns are available. Sophis-
ticated combining units, filterplexers, diplexers,
feeder and auxiliary equipment for u. h. f and
v. h.f services, are also available.

2 Television
transmstters
Band IV and V

There are Marconi u. h.f television transmitters
covering the range from 1 kW to 55kW, which
may be operated singly or in parallel and
which may be remotely controlled. They can
be used on all internationally recognized
standards for black and white and colour
television.

Marconi u. h.f transmitters have been sold
in USA (where two Marconi paralleled
25kW u. h. f transmitters at WLFD Chicago
were the first British television transmitters in
that country), Sweden, Switzerland, Denmark
and for the BBC's second programme.

3 Television
transmitters
Band I and III

The highly successful range of Marconi v. h.f
transmitters is being extensively used on all
continents. The transmitters extend from SOW
to 20kW and may be operated singly or in
parallel on all internationally recognized
standards of black and white and colour
television. Advanced techniques have signifi-
cantly reduced the need for routine mainten-
ance and highly qualified staff.

IVarconi complete
television transmitting
equipment

1 Marconi U. H. F Television aerial 2 Marconi 40kWU. H. F transmitters at Stockholm

4 Service area
predictions

Optimum siting of the aerial and transmitter of
a television or sound broadcasting station is
essential if the widest coverage is to be
provided at the lowest cost.

Marconi's unique prediction service is based

on detailed considerations of topography,
meteorological conditions, the effects of
other services etc., and is backed by the

experience and detailed records of many
years. These predictions, calculated at the
Marconi computer centre, have been proved

by subsequent surveys to be remarkably
accurate, and this service is in demand by
broadcasting authorities throughout theworld.

5 Louu-iiower television
transmitters
and translators

In any national or regional television service
there are usually areas where, due to topo-
graphical conditions, the service is degraded.
To meet those conditions Marconi provides a
range of television translators and gap filling
transmitters which can be operated single or in

parallel and which are suitable for unattended
operation.

Marconi translators and low-power trans-
mitters are in operation in all continents and in
all climatic conditions.

Sound and Vision
broadcasting

is a journal published three times a year
for an international readership and is
concerned to promote the interests of
broadcasting among engineers and
programmers alike. It is published in
English and the articles are summarized
in French, German and Spanish. The
annual subscription is £1. 2. 6d. ($3. 50).
post free; enquiries to Dept. KX, The
Marconi Company Limited, Chelms-

ford, Essex, England.

3 Marconi 10kW Band 1 Televisiontransmitters, Auckland, N.Z

5 Marconi Band I II translators at ITA station
at Sandy Heath
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The Marconi Company Limited
Broadcasting Division
Chelmsford, Essex, England

. /. e. nber of GEC-Marconi Electronics Limited LTD/B102

4 Part of the Marconi service area prediction station
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ELIT
Elettronica Itatiana

Via Gadames 100
20151 Milano
Italy
Cable address:
ELITMILAN -
MILANO

Television
Transposers

inBandl, lll, IVandV
from 1 W to 500 W peak vision

fully transistorized up to 5 W
output (Band I and III)

complying with specifications for black
and white and for colour television

very high reliability

more than 1000 sets in operation
from Iceland to Australia

stuillo
conteer

BEORG NEUMANN GMBH ELECTROACUSTIC . 1 BERLIN 61, CHARLOTTENSTRASSE 3 . TEL [03111 614892 . TELEX 0184595
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HERE IS THE NEW ACEC EQUIPMENT
FOR THE TV STUDIO

You are already acquainted with the ACEC
6970 Sub-titling Unit (1) It enables you to
show viewers a film of the event, and a trans-
lation of the speech and commentaries, not
only simultaneously but immediately.

ACEC can now offer you a wider range of stu-
dio equipment, such as

Pan and tilt head (2)
The parameters of the shot are stored (pan, tilt, iris, focus, zoom) and
each scene is then automatically filmed by selecting the required code,

Single unit and dual unit cameras (3) (4)
Field mesh vidicon, 625 lines, 7Mc/s, interlaced or not: dual unit version
can be supplied with integrated circuit sync generator.

V. H. F. receiver (5)
supplies the audio and video signals for French and Belgian TVTrans-
missions, to C.C. I. R. standard,

Precision Monitors (6)
for studio monitoring ; 53,26 and 20 cm

Video switching unit (7)
for 7 inputs and 1 output

High capacity tape recorders (8)
for programme monitoring ; 6 to 24 tracks ; self-contained operation for
24 to 48 hours.

For all information, apply to :

ACEC VMI.CPN,
BP 4, Charleroi 1, Belgium.

ATELIERS DE CONSTRUCTIONS ^LECTRIQUES DE CHARLEROI
SOCtETE ANONYME:

Camera cables
Video cables
HIFLEX-cables
Waveguides

In collaboration with
broadcasting corporations
and camera manufac-
turers F&G have developed
a colour television camera
cable containing 84 ele-
ments, including 6 coaxials,
the outside diameter being
less than 26 mm.
The elements are grouped
in bunches and arranged
symmetrically. The cable has
the high flexibility and
stability required for studio
and outside operation.
A second colour television
camera cable with an
outside diameter of 34 mm
contains 90 elements,
including 7 coaxial conduc-
tors, and has been designed
on the same basis.
On request, both camera
cables can be supplied
with attached 98-or 100-pole
plugs (coaxial type).

F&G manufacture video
cables as coaxial cables
with a characteristic
impedance of 75 ̂  (60 a in
special cases) and solid
or air-space insulation. The
attenuation and distortion
of these video cables are
particularly low, because in-
homogeneities are
reduced to a minimum and
the characteristic
impedance deviates from
the rated value by only ±1°/o.
Video cables are manu-
factured in many sizes with
an outside diameter be-
tween 4. 8 mm and 22 mm,
the outer sheaths being
marked by the colours
standardised in colour tele-
vision studios. These
cables can also be supplied
as multiple or combination
cables.

Our new HIFLEX cables
represent a further advance
in the field of high fre-
quency power cables. They
take into account the
higher transmitter outputs
and extension of trans-
mitter stations in the UHF
range. The design, precision
manufacture and frequent
inspections of the HIFLEX
cables ensure that the
following features are incor-
porated: high transmission
power, high dielectric
strength, low attenuation,
lowVSWR, lowdielectric
constant, high transverse
stability, high tensile
strength, high flexibility due
to corrugated aluminium
tube as outer conductor.
HIFLEX cables are available
in sizes between 15 and
176 mm outside diameter
with the standard charac-
teristic impedances of 50 2
and 60 s,.

FELTEN&GUILLEAUME
KABELWERKEAG
KOLN-MOLHEIM
GERMANY

Waveguides are modern
structural elements used
in high-frequency engineer-
ing for transmitting HF
power; they are distin-
guished by their particularly
low transmission losses
as compared with other line
systems. F&G have devel-
oped aluminium waveguides
of honeycomb sandwich
plate construction for tele-
vision bands IV and V.
This method of construction
combines low weight with
high stability. A special
process permits manufac-
ture with minimum tole-
ranees and thus ensures
extremely low VSWR and
minimum pulse reflections.
F&G waveguides are
installed in the following
transmitters: Luttange,
Nordheim, Limoges, Bor-
deaux, Sens, Paris Eiffel
tower.

1641
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a computer-controlled,
computer-monitored
250-kw transmitter

that changes frequency in 12 seconds or less
A computer m Collins' 821A-2 High Power Transmitter System auto-
matically controls and monitors transmitter operation and performs
diagnostic routines. Performance and status printouts are provided on
teletypewriter machines and/or cathode ray tube displays.

The 821A-2 changes frequency from 3.95 to 26.5 MHz in a maximum of
12 seconds. Typical frequency changes require less time.

A specially developed filter ensures harmonic and spurious rejection of
80 db - well within CCIR recommendations.

The 821A-2 is designed for a wide range of installation arrangements. A
weather-proof high voltage enclosure requires no indoor floor area; there-
fore, transmitter building costs are reduced. Indoor units (AF and RF
modules) are pre-wired, tested and shipped as subassemblies. Total indoor
floor space is 67 square meters.

COMMUNICATION / COMPUTATION / CONTROL

COLLINS

Point to Point
Broadcasting
Radio Relay
Ground to Air
Navigational Aids
Business Radio

Design
Site layouts
Aerial System Design

Aerials
LF'T'a nd'L'Aerials.
Mast Radiators,
HF Dipoles, Quadrants,
Rhombics, Log Periodics,
Vertical Incidence Arrays,
Conicals, Biconicals
VHF&UHFYagis, Helices,
Ground Planes, Colinears,
Whips, Marine Aerials,
Television Arrays to 10OkW e. r.p
MICROWAVE Passive Reflectors,
Dishes 3" to 60 ft. dia.

Supporting Structures
Self-supporting Towers,
Tubular and Lattice Masts,
Telescopic Masts

Accessories
Coaxial and open wire Feeders,
Filters, Aerial Switches,
Lead-in panels. Earth Systems.
Air-cooled Transmitter Loads.
Termination Networks

Installation
World Wide Service

C&S Antennas
provide

a complete
aerial service

LF to IVIEcrowave

A 21 ft. diameter air-transportable dish reflector assembly,
supplied toG. E. C. -A. E. I. (Electronics) Ltd., manufacturers of the

earth terminal parc of the satellite communications system "Sky net".

mC&S Antennas Ltd
Wentworth House, Eastern Avenue, llford, Essex, England.
Telephone: 01-554-0102 Telex: 25850 Cables: Antennas llford (England)

CS18
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« COMPACT » TELEVISION STUDIO
Several variants are possible.
Immense flexibility of lay-out.

Produces television programmes of excellent technical quality.
Minimum equipment, installation and running costs.

Its most elaborate variant can be delivered
and installed as a COMPLETE PRODUCTION CENTRE comprising :

D vision sources D sound sources
D vision and sound control-cubicle equipment

D lighting apparatus D transmitter with aerials
D auxiliary equipment.

SINGLE-CAMERA OB UNIT

SEVERAL variants are available,

using the most MODERN equipment.

This LIGHTWEIGHT mobile television OB unit,

for COLOUR or MONOCHROME,

is ENTIRELY self-contained.

0 ^
THOMSON-CSF TtiOMSON-CSF

Direction commerciale

DIVISION "RADIODIFFUSION TELEVISION"
100 Rue du Fosse-Blanc - 92 Gennevilliers^

1 Rue d'Anjou'"92Asn"i6res-FRANCE - Tel. 733. 21. 40 Telex 62. 573 THOMDRT ASNIE

DIVISION "RADIODIFFUSION TELEVISION"
100 Rue du Fosse-Blanc - 92 Gennevilliers

Direction commerciale : 1 Rue d'Anjou - 92 Asnieres FRANCE - Tel. 733. 21. 40 Telex 62. 573 THOMDRT ASNIE
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STUDIO MONITORS
Advanced electronic engineering

and sophisticated styling
- Designed for application. ..

MONOCHROME
MONITORS
High-quality Studio Monitors in
five sizes from 81/^ in. to 27 in.
Available in either rack-model
or cabinet style depending on
size.

COLOR MONITORS

High-quality Studio Monitors in
three sizes: 15 in., 19 in., and
25 in. Available with or with-
out integrated decoder. Alt sizes
available in both rack-model and
cabinet style.

DESIGN

The fully transistorized circuits
are mounted on modular cir-
cuit boards. This facilitates ser-
vice to an unprecedented degree,
permitting full circuit inter-
changeability in all DISA Mono-
chrome and Color Monitors.

EXPERIENCE

DISA has supplied Studio Moni-
tors to all Scandinavian broad-
casting services for more than
a decade. This is why DISA pos-
sesses a maximum of experience
in this fie!d.

DISA
DISA, Dansk Industri Syndikat A/S
Herlev, Denmark.
Phone: Copenhagen (01)945211
Cables: Disaworks, Copenhagen

CERAMIC-METAL UHF/SHF

TMODBS & TBTRODBS
Television D F. M, broadcast service U S. S. B. communications

Tropospheric scatter links D Radar D Nuclear physics U Industry

^
THOMSON-CSF

THOMSON-CSF THOMSON-CSF
GROUPEMENT TUBES ELECTRONIQUES ELECTRON TUBES INC.

8, rue Chasseloup-Laubat/75 Paris 15-/France 50, Rockefeller Plaza/New-York 10020 N. Y. /USA
Tel. 566-70-04 Phone(212)245 3900

Branch offices in Sweden, U. K., U. S.A, and W. Germany



If you need power tetrodes at the
right price look at this EEV range

Forced-air Cooled

Type

Anode Output
Service dissipation power
type max. (kW) (kW)

Anode
voltage Frequency
max. '(kv) (MHz) (V)

Filament ratings

(A)

4CX1000A
4CX1000K 1.0 3.2 3.0 no 6.0 9.0

4CX1500B 1.5 2.7 3.0 30 6.0 9.0

4CX5000A CV8295 5.0 16.0 7.5 30/110 7.5 75

4CX10, OOOD CV6184 10.0 16.0 7.5 30/110 7.5 75

4CX35, OOOC 35.0 82.0 20.0 30 10 300

CR192A(6166A) CV8244 10.0 9.0 6.9 60/220 5.0 175

Vapour Cooled

Type

Anode Output
dissipation power
max. (kW) (kW)

Anode
voltage Frequency
max. (kv) (MHz) (V)

Filament ratings

(A)
Boiler
unit

CY1170J

CY1172 (RS 2002V)

60

150

82 15 30 10 300 Integral

220 15 30 21 350 CY4120

t
4CX1000K 4CX10,OOOD 4CX35, OOOC CY1170J CY1172

For audio or linear
singlesideband
amplifiers.
4CX1000Khasa
solid disc screen
contactto permit
use upto 400MHz.

For audio, linear,
single sideband
or screen
modulated r. f.
amplifiers.

For audio amplifiers,
r.f. linear amplifiers
or Class C amplifiers
or oscillators.

Send forfull details
of EEV tetrodes

For audio amplifiers, r. f. linear amplifiers or
Class C amplifiers or oscillators. Both types
have a coaxial metal-ceramic envelope.
A range of glass envelope types is also
available.

English Electric Valve Co Ltd
Chelmsford Essex England Telephone;61777
Telex: 99103 Grams: Enelectico Chelmsford
AGENTS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

Please send me full data on your range of forced-air cooled and vapour cooled tetrodes.
lam also looking fora power tetrode with the following parameters.

Output
power (kW)

Anode voltage
max (kV)

Frequency
(MHz)

NAME POSITION

COMPANY

ADDRESS

STUDER A 62

A solid state and professional tape recorder of the highest studio quality, easily
transportable. Modern design concept: compact modular construction, electronic
tape tension control, simple straight tape path.
Clear layout and easy operation, electric push buttons, all tape transport functions
can be remote controlled.
Suitable for vertical mounting.

ELEKTROMESSTECHNIK WILHELM FRANZ KG
763 Lahr, Postfach 1520, GERMANY

TELEPHONE NUMBER EXTENSION

AP ass



the finest name i
sound equipmei

Like a radar installed in the heart of Europe, Agfa-Gevaert can detect, day after
day, the changing needs of the market.
Applying well-proven market research techniques, Agfa-Gevaert is able to take these
requirements into account when planning research and to solve the ensuing pro-
blems by the most modern scientific methods. Agfa-Gevaert manufactures a com-
plete range of motion picture films which are subjected to stringent quality controls
at every stage of manufacture.
In addition, Agfa-Gevaert after-sales
service is outsTandingly good - what-
ever your problems, our technicians are
always ready to listen and to help you
to solve them.

For detailed information
GEVAERT-AGFA N.V., MORTSEL-BELGIUM

^GEVAERT'

AGFA-GEVAERT

Manufactured entirely to customers specification,
ELCOM sound equipment is now being incorporated
into the major television studios of Great Britain. Of
fully flexible design and equally suitable for music
recording, film dubbing, broadcasting and outside
broadcast vehicles, ELCOM sound equipment fea-
tures modular construction based on International

Standard Equipment Practice sizes.

Technical features include extremely low noise and
distortion and a wide dynamic range.

Other products manufactured by ELCOM include a
complete range of Audio Filters and

Audio Switching Systems.

ELCOM (NORTHAMPTON) LIMITED

WEEDON ROAD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE . NORTHAMPTON . ENGLAND

{A MEMBER OF THE PAINTON GROUP OF COMPANIES)

Telephone: Northampton 51873
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Frequency Synthesizer Drive
Unit S Steu 1370 for HF, MF, LF
and VLF transmitters.

Also used as highly stable
signal generator.
Frequency range: 14 kHz to
31.99999MHz.
Rapid frequency changing by
decade switches in increments
from 107to 101 with manual or
remote control.

Frequency display by numeral
indicator tubes.

High frequency stability and
spurious radiation attenuation.

Automatic fault monitoring.
Incorporated carrier blocking.
Printed circuitry with silicon
transistors.

Small, light, reliable.

AEG-TELEFUNKEN
Fachbereich Anlagen Hochfrequenz
79 Ulm, ElisabethenstraBe 3

You only get out of a thing

what you put into it.
Our new Criterion series tape cartridge system is the
certain, for-sure way to get the best sound into your
cartridges, then get it out of them at air time. Here's why:
* Improved tape drive-exclusive 450-rpm 4-pound
Hysteresis synchronous positive-speed motor. . Speed
accuracy of 0. 2% -direct Capstan drive comparable to
finest reel-to-reel machines. . No tape skewing - exclusive
triple tape guide assembly with precision-machined cast
aluminum head mounting. . Positive alignment of tape
cartridges and other components - heavy duty machined
cast aluminum base. . Low signal to noise ratios - space-age
alloy motor shielding. . Superb fidelity - solid-state
plug-in electronics and fully regulated power supply.

We'll be happy to send you all the technical details on this
newest and finest tape cartridge system. Just jot down your
name, station and address on this ad and mail it to us.

Basic Criterion series solid-state playback
unit and recording amplifier. Available in
slide-out rack panel mounting or trimline desk
console. Mono or stereo. 1-, 2-, or 3-tone.

AUTOMATIC TAPE CONTROL DIVISION
1107 East Croxton Avenue
Bloomington, Illinois 61702, U.S.A.

Gates Radio Company,
Quincy, Illinois



Now licensed to
make BBCall-electronic

field-store colour converters

Full literature and delivery details on request.

TVT LIMITED COLDHAMS LANE CAMBRIDGE ENGLAND
TELEPHONE CAMBRIDGE (0223) 45115 TELEX 81103

TVT37

Time-saving
Sweep Measurements

Frequency range
100 kHz - 1000 MHz

Narrow-band measurement
in IF ranges, e.g. 400 - 510
kHz/9. 5 -12. 5 MHz/28 -
45 MHz

Four quantities displayed
simultaneously

Simultaneous display of
forward and return sweeps
with magnified display
during flyback

Forward and return sweep
periods separately adjust-
able between 20 ms
and 10 s

Choice of three marker
scales with crystal-control-
led frequency markers

Parallax-free superimposed
reference lines for
frequency and level

Plug-in units :

Deflection Amplifier
+ Input/EMF/E^,

Deflection Amplifier
± Input

Deflection Amplifier
RF Input/EMF/Eout

Deflection Amplifier
Lin-Log (20/60 dB)
5 mV- 5 V

Voltage Reference
Lines Plug-in

Recorder
Adapter

High-impedance DC input, EMF and Eout of
sweep generator

High-impedance differential-amplifier input;
gain separately and continuously adjustable

Wideband RF demodulator with Z termination ;
coaxial RF input for 50, 60 or 75 Sl

Simultaneous « lin-log » display ; zero-reference
line during flyback; RF demodulator with Z
termination ; second input for diode probe

Up to 5 horizontal reference lines, separately
adjustable in position ; four of them can be
switched off separately

Connection of XY recorder, e.g. Type ZSK ;
start button for single automatic tracking

POLYSKOP III
The Polyskop I and Polyskop II sweep generators have won an
envied position in world competition during the last ten years.
Embodying this experience, the solid-state Polyskop III presents
additional important advantages.

Besides the standard sweep oscillators covering together the
range of 0. 1 to 1000 MHz, others can be supplied for lesser sweep
ranges (narrow-band measurements) and with special centre
frequencies.

Simultaneous display of one to four quantities saves time and
effort. Recording by means of a camera is possible with the aid
of an adapter.

High accuracy, especially in measurements on wideband transmis-
sion systems, is ensured by good suppression of the sweep-
generator harmonics (at least 40 dB for Polyskop III).

Optimum sweep period relative to the transient time of the test
item can be selected for the measurement of selective four-ter-
minal networks.

Ask for the detailed Application Note POLYSKOP III.

ROHDE &SCHWARZ
::a^^^^. . -^ -£.'=^&^-»^- ̂ - ?=S S K,2^



Availability
99.92%

. and that's not the only
fact to be mentioned -

300 kW SW
broadcast transmitter

The transmitter is memory-equipped and
consequently has limited operating staff
requirements:
Automatically motor-driven tuning
elements are controlled from a central
panel on the transmitter or by remote
control;
a mimic diagram makes the automatic
switching procedure visible so that
fault-tracing is easier, reducing
off-the-air time to the bare minimum.
Full electronic tuning:
Digital solid-state control circuits
(from computer technology) facilitate the
choice of a practically unlimited number
of preset frequencies by means of one
single selector switch.
Round-the-clock-operation:
Modern engineering, newest techniques
(tetrodes, controlled-avalanche silicon
rectifiers) and very conservatively
rated high-quality components offer
optimum reliability.
An availability of 99.92% at a reliability

level of 80% (ace. to Mil. Handbook 217)
can be guaranteed.
One hundred percent protection:
Selective signalling from over 50
cardinal points;
military-approved protective and inter-
locking devices with digital circuit
blocks, dispensing with slow and
vulnerable electro-mechanical relays.
Example: Installed on the Isle of Bonaire
are two 300 kW transmitters connected
in parallel to radiate 600 kW output power
as the world's biggest short-wave
broadcast station of this type.

There is more to tell about this distinct
transmitter. Much more. Ask for
detailed information from

NV Philips'
Telecommunicatie Industrie
P. O. Box 32, Hilversum
The Netherlands

PHILIPS

If yourcorrespondent's report
is being lost in the crackle-

INPUT SIGNAL
frequency and
amplitude varying frequency varying

constant amplitude
50 Hz-53kHz

^-^v\
syllabic rate

control tone
5 8kHz ±160 Hz

VOLT
CONT
osc

OUTPUT SIGNAL

^-/\r\
syllabic rate

control tone
58kHz±160Hz

you need Lincompex
on your transmission link
Long distance HF radio telephone links need speech-operated
gates to prevent 'singing'. Result-interference, interruption
or even complete shutdown when radio noise and fading are
troublesome.

LINCOMPEX (developed from a basic idea of the B. P. O.)
enables almost any conventional four-wire radio telephone
system to use Companding techniques, as it features a con-
stant net loss system. Result-optimum transmitter loading,
high signal-to-noise ratio, extended traffic handling capacity.
Voice frequencies are transmitted at constant amplitude.
Voice amplitude variations modulate a variable frequency
oscillator, providing a constant amplitude control tonetrans-
mitted alongside the frequency signal.
The distortion is less than 1%, and the signal-to-noise ratio
is better than 50dB at the nominal input level of OdBm.
A leaflet gives full technical details. Write to: Standard Tele-
phones and Cables Limited, Testing Apparatus and Special
Systems Division,Corporation Road,Newport,Monmouthshire,
England.
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including completely solid-state
vision mixers

Special Effects equipment

Complete television studio
communications systems

Synchronizing and auxilliary equipment

Top: Studio control room, Amman
Studios of Jordan TV
Left: Master control room, Channel 13,
Mexico City
Below: Granada Television control
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MOBILE VERSION OF LATEST ELECTRONIC-CAM SYSTEM

by M. METCALFE and G. PRYKE*

Summary.
The article describes the development of a new version of

the Electronic-Cam system, utilising a 35-mm film camera and
a Plumbicon television camera. Designed for colour produc-
tions, this version is currently available installed in an outside
broadcast vehicle. The layout and method of operation of
this vehicle are described. Figures are quoted for the technical
performance, and for the cost of two pilot productions.

Introduction

The use of electronic aids to film-making has arisen
from the desire of programme makers to produce high
quality film, particulariy colour, usiing television methods.
If this could be achieved, it would not only reduce pro-
ductioa costs, but would also Oivercome the serious
technical problems associated with the international CK-
change of televisio'a programmes.

It is well known that the differences between the
varying standards of television systems used in different
parts of the world severely inhibit the free exchange of
programmes, a conversion process being necessary before

* Messrs Metcalfe and Pryke are with Mole-Richardson
(England) Ltd.

material recorded in one country can be played back in a
country having different standards.

Originally the conversion process was an optical trans-
fer, and in essence, consisted of a television camera
operating on one standard, viewing programme material
displayed on a monitor on a different standard.

Later developments have replaced the optical transfer
and are purely electronic with consequent improve-
ment of the picture quality. The system has worked well
for so'rne time for mo'nochrome material and can be

used for live or previously recorded programmes. Co-
lour conversions are still somewhat complex, and the
equipment required is fare and costly. Consideration
must be given both to the line standafds of the
countries concerned, and the system of colour tele-
vision employed, there being sievecal in current use
throughout the world.

Filmed programmes, however, do not suffer from
these technical limitations as the teledne machine used

to transmit a film is already working on the required
system and so' the process becomes automatic.

Since all television stations possess film-scanning
equipment, film has lo.ng been the universal currency

Table 1. - Systems using fihn cameras coupled to television cameras

System

Electronicam

Electronic-Cam
(old version)

Gemini

System 35

Add-a-vision

Camera Mixte

Electronic-Cam
(new version)

Maker

Du Mont

Arnold & Richter/
Fernseh/Siemens

MGM Telestudios

Mitchell Camera
Corp.

Livingston Labs.

CFTH

Arnold & Richter/'
Fernseh/Siemens/
Rediffusion

Year

1956

1959

1964

1965

1966

1967

1967

Film camera

35 mm

35 mm Arriflex

16 mm Auricon

35 mm Mitchell
MK II

35 mm Mitchell
BNC

16 mm Tolana

35 mm Arriflex
AF 300

Television camera

Image-orthicon
76 mm

Vidicon

As used for TV
image-orthkon
115 mm

Vidicon

Plumbicon

Vidicon

Plumbicon

Light split

1. Beam splitter
2. Mirror shutter

Mirror shutter

Beam splitter
(70% film,
30 % television)

Mirror shutter

Beam splitter
90 % film,
10 % TV for
colour film)

Beam splitter

Mirror shutter

Vlewfinder

Television

Optical

Television

Optical or TV
(selected
by mirror)

Television

Television

Television
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of programm'e exchange. However, film-makiag by
traditional methods can be expensive compared with
television, and various ways have been sought to combine
the best of both techniques.

The idea of coupling a television camera to a film
camera in order to monitor the scene remotely and to
facilitate the control of several cameras simultaneously
is not new. Several systems, using both 16 and 35 mm
film in various configurations have been used, each
having its own particular advantages.

Table 1 gives brief details of the most important
systems that have been proposed or developed.

The system that has seen the most operational use is
the old version of Electronic-Cam using a vidicon with
in'dustrial-grade circuits and a 3.5-mm Arrifl'ex camera
with an optical viewfinder. A mirror shutter is used to
split the light between the film and television system.
Multi-camera installations of this type, feeding picture
monitors on a control desk, have been in use in Ger-
many and elsewhere since 1959.

Continuous tdevision-type production is possible
although very difficult with this equipment, as fooussing
cannot be carried out satisfactorily using the optical
viewfin'ders, land the television pictures are of too poor
a quality to permit film exposure and lighting balance
to be judged.

Description of camera system Mk.II (improved
version)

The latest development of Electro'nic-Cam consists of
an Arriflex 3 5-mm film camera and Fernseh GmbH
Plumbicon television camera (Fig. 1). The Plumbicon
camera was developed in conjunction with Rediffusion
Television engineers to. a broadcast specification, and
much of the highly sophisticated logic switching used
to control the running of the cameras was also developed
by Rediffusion Television.

The system wo'rks as follows (Fig. 2). Light from the
scene is focussed by a zoom lens on to' the film in the
camera gate. A specially designed reflex shutter in front
of the film gate has two' reflecting segments. These
mirrored sections :allow a proportion of the available
light to be reflected through a suitable system of relay
lenses into the Plumbico'n camera attached to the side
of the film camera.

The two mirrored sections of the shutter are of equal
area, one operating during film pull-down and the
other during film exposure. The shutter revolves at a
constant speed o'f 25 revolutions per second, giving the
two' equal exposures per revolution necessary, one for
each field of the television picture. The mirror segments
are so arranged that the film receives an exposure time
of 1/50 second, and the Plumbicon tube about 40 %
of this.

The television picture therefore is an exact replica
of the scene viewed through the camera lens and it is
this picture which is fed to the cameraman's viewfinder
monitor and the directo'r's monitor at the control desk.

Fig. 1. - The Electronic-Cam combined film and television
camera in use.

It may also be fed to studio floor monitors to assist sound
operators, for instance, in judging boom clearance
dming rehearsals.

Previous versions of Electronic-Cam contained a
mirror shutter which, in addition to passing light to' the
television pick-up tube, fed a proportion to the optical
viewfinder which was also incorporated. This, in gene-
ral, resulted in a picture of reduced brightness for the
cameraman's use, and an inferior quality television
monitor picture. Discarding the optical viewfinder in the
later version and providing the Plumbicon tube with
all the available light reflected by the mirror segments,
has resulted in a great improvement in the electronic
picture. A critical assessment of camera lens focus is now
provided by the operator's television viewfinder and
the enhanced 'edge resolution, which may now be intro-
duced, allows more acute judgement of depth of focus
than previously possible. The added advantages of in-
creased mobility of the cameraman and the decrease in
the physical strain associated with the use of an optical
viewfinder cannot be ignored.

The need fo'r a focus puller and the inevitable tape
measure is, therefore, removed entirely.

The cameraman has the usual television zoom and
focus control on liis panning handles, full talkback and
cue facilities customary iii television, plus a lens teleme-
try system visible at the edge o'f the viewfinder picture
which provides infonnation on lens focal length and
focus settings,
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PLUMBICON TUBE

POINT OF SEPARATION

NEUTRAL DENSITY FILTER

CAMERA BLIMP DOOR

SLIDE PROJECTOR

AHGENIEUX 10: I ZOOM LENS

Fig. 2. - Diagram of the optical system in the camera.

The film is exposed during 180° of the rotation of the
shutter; as this is at 25 r. p. s., each exposure lasts for
1/50 second. During the periods when the shutter
prevents the light from reaching the film, reflecting seg-
ments direct it towards a beam-splitter and on to the
Plumbicon. These segments correspond to two angles
of 35°.

The slide projector enables either a bright frame sur-
founding the'field of action or a test-card for alignment
to be focussed onto the Plumbicon.

The neutral filter is positioned in the light path when-
ever the camera is stopped, so that the illumination on
the Plumbicon remains constant at all times.

Access to the interior of the camera is provided
through the door shown on the diagram to^ which is
attached the Plumbicon tube and part of the optical
system. At the point of separation between the optical
system attached to the Plumbicon and that attached to
the film camera, the light beam is parallel, and thus
insensitive to any displacement of the optical axes.

This modified version of Elertronic-Cam was installed
in Rediffusion Television's principal studio at Wembley
to produce high quality colour film on a more economical
basis.

Howwer, the re-allocation of the Programme Con-
tracts in the Independent Television Network in 1968,
caused Rediffusion Television to abandon further wo'rk
on the project, although a high degree of success had
been achieved.

Nevertheless, the pilot productions had proved the
viability of the system in three essentials :-

1. The quality of the end product.

2. The economics of the operation.

3. The successful integratio'n of film and television
.teahniques.

For the first time it seemed, the potential of " electro-
nic aids to' filming " had been fully realised, albeit late
in the day.

However in view of the increasing demand for high
quality colour material, it was decided in the latter part
of 1968, to form an independent facilities company in
order to make the system universally available, but in
mobile form.

Description of the mobile unit

Much thought was given to. the design of the mobile
unit, as it was felt that technical and production facili-
ties must approach those found in a well equipped
television studio, as closely as possible.

Fig. 3 shows the layout of the vehicle 'and the main
technical areas, and Fig. 4 a general 'view of the unit

The pro'ductioa area is in the forward part of the
vehicle and contains a demountable monito'r rack,
housing in addition, programme sound and talkback
loudspeakers, clock and cue lights.

To the right of the director, on the production desk,
are the vision-mixer's camera run and cut buttons whilst
to the left, in the production assistant's position, are
situated the film footage counters. Comprehensive talk-
back facilities are incorpo. rated to' all production and
engineering staff.

Immediately behind is the sound control area, fully
enclosed iand containing a 12-ohannel sound mixer with
echo f'adlites, a 1/4-in tape replay m.aohin'e 'and the
accessary monitoring systems. An uninterrupted view
of the production monito'rs is obtained and once again
full communications facilities are available.

To' the right o'f the sound cubicle is the engiaeering
control po'sitio'n where a constant technical check of the
Plumbicon picture is maintained. Control of all impor-
tant parameters of the video' signals from each camera
is available on remote panels grouped around the picture
and waveform monitors. The camera control units
proper are situated in a low cubicle to the engineer's
left, above which is the helic'al-scan tele.visioa tape-
machine, used for rehearsal check purposes. The fad-
lities provided at this position are of prime importance
during the line-up period prio'r to a recording, for it is
at this time that one of the major advantages of the
system becomes apparent. Since the Plumbicon video'
signal is directly propo'rtional to the level of light fall-
ing on the film, exposure may be accurately assessed and
calibrated.

Test material consisting of grey scale and colour
patterns of known reflectance are recorded at the be-
ginning of each reel. Subsequent use of these by the
processing laboratoi ries aids the production of a colour

print to; the required tolerances, and can eliminate, to a
large extent, shot by shot colour and density grading.
Remote control of the camera irises is also' available at
this position for minor adjustment of exposure to' be
made at the discretion of the lighting director. Commu-
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Fig. 3 (above). - Layout of the mobile unit.

Fig. 4 (on the right). - Exterior view of the mobile
service.

nicatioa facilities are again available from this position
to camera operators and production personnel.

At the rear of the vehicle there are two equipment
cubicles, o'ne of which contains the two sync pulse
generators, together with the associated video' patch
panels and test signal generating equipment. The other
cubicle is situated within the sound recording area and
contains the majority of the sound and communications
equipment. The main l/^-ln twin-track tape-machine is
housed in this cubicle, programme sound being recorded
on track one, whilst a pilot frequency mixed with a cue
tone, is recorded on track two. As explained in detail
later, the frequency of this tone is different for each
camera, and is selected by operation of the vision mixer's
cut buttons.

The rear locker of the vehicle contains the cable

distribution panel from which all connectio'ns are made.
To ensure greater flexibility in the field, the vehicle
takes single-phase power at 240 volts and provides the
thre-phase at 220 volts required by the cameras, via a

static coavertor housed in a side locker, furthest from
the magnetic sound recorder.

To ensure that the high degree of stability required
by the Plumbicon electronics is maintained, all technical
equipment is fed from a solid-state 'automatic voltage
regulator, the output of which is maintained at 220 volts
± 0. 25 %.

For operations remote from electricity supplies, a
mobile generato'r may be used, the demand being
15 kVA at 240 volts, 50 Hz, single phase.

The roo'f of the vehicle is designed to take a camera
on a tripod giving a lens height of some 6. 0 m. Other
camera mountings consist of two light-weight dolly
cranes with pneumatic tyres and hydraulically operated
jibs giving leas h'eights between 0. 5 m and 2. 5 m. Two
hewy duty tripods with rolling triangles complete the
basic complement, but other mountings 'are available to
meet specific production requirements. Sound booms
and a full range of microphones are also available.

Inside the vehicle a high standard of comfort has been
achiieved with carpeted floors and air-conditioning
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Film utilisation

Gross negative footage used (including

all wastage, short ends etc) 1800i m

Final print footage 630 m
Gross shooting ratio 2. 9:1

Actual exposed footage 1300 m
Actual shooting ratio 2.05:1
Total film process costs for production £792
Cost per minute £36

It is apparent from the figures above, that where
a high quality colour product is required, suitable for

world distribution, the film unit described and the
equipment it contains have much to offer.

The ease and economy of operation and the constant
control which can be exercised, are the salient features
of the Electronic-Cam system. Coupled with the mobility
of this unique installation, it should become a vital link
in the chain of universal colour programme exchange.

* * *

The authors wish to[ acknowledge the permission of
Redif fusion Telwision Limited and M.ote-Wchardson
(England) Limited to publish this paper, and to express
their gratitude to their colleagues whose work has made
fbi. project possible.
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A CORRECTOR FOR THE COMPOSITE COLOUR-

TELEVISION SIGNAL, FOR IMPROVING THE

REPRODUCTION OF COLOUR FILMS *

by G. HOGEL -s

Summary

Most colour-television programmes at present still consist of
colour films. Unfortunately, in many cases these films do not
meet the requirements of colour-television transmission, and it
will, therefore, not be possible for the time being to do without
electronic correction of the defects of the films. There are two
ways of modifying the television signals for the purpose of
correction : a colour correction of the RGB signals has already
been described in detail. The present article describes a new
correcting device by means of which colour corrections may be
made in the coded signal. In this way, it is possible to control
the overall saturation, the colour in the high-lights and the
colour in the shadows, as well as reducing the saturation in
the lower-level regions. With these possibilities, significant
improvements may be obtained for nearly all colour-film
faults.

Introduction

Since the start of colour television, the major part
of the colour programmes broadcast in Germany has
consisted of colour films, and there is unfortunately
no doubt that a very large proportion of these colour
films has fallen far short of the necessary standard
of quality. The hopes that had been placed on film
as a suitable store for colour programmes, principally
on account of its freedom from registration defects
when televised with flying-spot film-scanners, have
been seriously disappointed, according to the experience
gained so far. Very few film programmes will stand
up to a comparison with live electronic camera pro-
ductions, as regards the quality of the colour. Unfor-
tunately, this may have a restrictive influence on the
sales of colour-television receivers ; an unprejudiced
viewer will only too easily blame the receiver for
every colour defect, even if the real cause is to be
found elsewhere.

From experience gained so far, it may be concluded
that the use o'f films that are not optimum for colour-
television, must unfortunately still be envisaged in the
future. In this connection, it must be mentioned that
the cinema industry, in collaboration with the broad-
casting organisations, has already made great efforts to
produce colour-films capable of meeting the require-
ments of colour-television.

Fortunately, electronics offer some possibilities of
correcting film defects, after the scanning process. We
shall, however, deal here only with the correction of
colour defects, as these are the most disturbing. Other
faults, such as scenes printed with unequal luminance
or with picture gradation that is unsuitable fo'r television
transmission, may be corrected to a large extent by
means of similar devices to those already used in mono-
chrome scanners [1, 2].

Defects of colour films

Let us begin by summarising those colour defects of
a colour film that should be co'rrected. The overall
saturation of the film picture may be too high o'r too
low, which in itself need not be disturbing, but which
should be taken into consideration when linking with
electranic productions. Colour tinges** in the high-
lights occur through the parallel shifting of the colorant
curves. The cause may be, for instance, incorrect prin-
ti'ng filters. Colour tinges in the shadows occur when
the shapes of the three colorant curves are not parallel,
and they mostly occur already in the negative, due, for
example, to unsuitable storage. In printing, they can,
in practice, never be completely eliminated and, since
they unfortunately represent by far the most important
form of colour tinging, their correction would appear
to be particularly necessary. Colour tinging in the
deepest shadows also belongs to this class of faults,
but it is less frequent, because near the black level
practically no light is passed - at least from consi-
derations of the film-scaaner, whose limit as regards
the picture black level is determined by the scattered
light.

** an alternative term is " casts ".
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* Mr. Hogel is with the Institut fiir Rundfunktechnik,
Munich. This article is based on a paper read at the l6th An-
nual Meeting of the Fernsehtechnische Gesellschaft at Saar-
briicken, October, 1968.

Dieser Aufsatz erscheint gleichzeitig in Deutsch unter dem
Titel « Ein FBAS-Farbkorrektor zur Verbesserung der Wieder-
gabequalitat fehlerhafter Farbfilme» in Rundfunktechnische
Mitteilungen, Heft 4, 1969, S. 141 bis 147.
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Fig. 1. - Correction of colour-film faults in the primary-colour
chain (above) and in the composite VF signal (betoiv).
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Methods of correction

Two methods are available for the electronic cor-
rection of the above-mentioned colour faults; they are
used according to need and possibility. It is possible
to effect the correction either in the R, G of B signals,
that is to say, in the primary signals, or in the composite
VF colour signal (Fig. 7). In principle, it may be said
that any modification may be undertaken in the RGB
section as well as in the coded signal, but that the
circuitry may diiffer considerably, according to the type
of correction. A detailed account of the development
of an RGB colour corrector was given two years ago
[1], [3], which makes it unnecessary to do so again
here.

Such an RGB corrector can be inserted only in the
relatively short signal chain between the film-scanner
and coder, the coded composite signal only being
distributed in the remainder of the studio equipment.
The case may occur that a film is available for only
a short time and is therefore recorded on tape. The
tape-machine then also produces only a composite signal.
One can therefore understand the need for a colour
corrector which corrects the coded signal. The device
should be remotely controlled, so that, if necessary
with an additional unit, it is able to pre-programme
the individual corrections for different scenes, an

arrangement which even two years ago was not consi-
dered to be feasible, but which today must be given
serious consideration. On the basis of these require-
ments and stimulated by a lecture given by Dr. W.
Bruch [4], the I.R.T. has developed a composite
colour-signal corrector which makes it possible to com-
pensate all four faults of a colour film mentioned above.
For this reason, the explanation of the circuitry has
been divided into four sections.

The basic principle uaderiying the correction of the
composite colour signal is that the main signal (apart
from a delay of about 400 ns) passes through the
equipment without being subjected to separation, demo-
dulatioa or the like. Only carrier-frequency correcting
signals are produced, and they are added to the main
signal after blanking the burst and sync. components.
In this way, the picture luminance remains completely
unaffected by the colour correction.

Change in saturation

The change in colour saturation is relatively easy to
achieve in the coded signal (Fig. 2). The chrominance
information F is obtained from the incoming composite
colour signal by means of a baad-pass filter. This
information has then to be added to the main signal
either in the same or in the opposite phase, in order

0 o-

Fig. 2. - Block-diagram of the
correction of saturation.

> +

BAND. PASS
FILTER

->
REVERSAL

STAGE

COMPOSITE VF

-t

Control voltage

Fig. 3. - Circuit for adding a chro-
minance signal in phase-opposition.
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to obtain an increase o'r a decrease in saturation. The
production of this correcting signal, which may be
mixed wifh chrominaace signials at ph'as'e-angles 0'° and
180°, is shown in Fig. 3. It will be seen that this is
not, strictly speaking, a mixer, but merely an adding
unit, in which a chrominance signal in phase oppo'-
sitioa, which is adjustable in amplitude between 0 and
200 %, is added to a chrominance signal of constant
amplitude. The amplitude is adjusted in a DC-controlled
stage. The phase and amplitude of the resultant signal
are then functions o'f the amplitude of the signal in
phase opposition; if the signal in the opposite phase
is zero, the output signal will correspond to the 0°
chrominance signal; if the amplitudes of both input
signals are equal, they will cancel out on account of
the phase opposition and, if the 180° signal has an
amplitude of 200 %, then the output signal will have
an amplitude of 100 % and a phase of 180°.

Tinges in the high-lights

The white co'rrectioa is used to eliminate tinges in
the light parts of the colour film. Tinges of this kind
may be assimilated to incorrect white balance of the
film-scanner, that is to say, the relative amplitudes of
the three primary signals are different. Thus, the tinge
increases linearly with the signal amplitude.

It is necessary, therefore, to produce a signal whose
colour vector increases linearly with the signal ampli-
tude (Fig. 4) and which is in phase opposition with
the tinge, and this correcting signal has to be added
to the main signal, which process may be compared
with the use of a compensation filter in front of the
colour-monito'r. The effect of such a filter is a func-
tioa of the brightness of the corresponding .part of the
picture, from maximum coloration in the white to zero
effect in the picture black.

Fig. 4. - Oscilloscope display of the high-light correction
signal.

The theoretically correct solution o'f the problem
would be, first of all, to obtain the three primary signals
by demodulation and, subsequently, to modulate one
o'r two o'f these signals with a colour carrier whose
phase would have to correspond to the R, G or B axis.
The addition of this newly produced correcting signal
to the main signal has the same effect as a modifica-
tion of the white balance in the film-scanner. As this

arrangement involves a considerable quantity of equip-
ment, another solution was chosen in which the same
correction is obtained, at least subjectively, in a miich
simpler fashion. This method is based on the idea
that, in the case of colour films, which in general
have rather low colour saturation. the three colour

signals do not deviate very much from the luminance
signal.

Fig. -5 is a block schematic of the white correction.
First, by way of a low-pass filter, the luminance infor-
mation (Y signal) is obtained from the composite
colour signal. The 3-dB point of this low-pass filter is

[>

Fig. 5. - Block-diagram of the
high-light correction.
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Control voltage

Fig. 6. - Circuit for producing
a chrominance signal with
phase-shift variable between
0" and 360°.

at 1. 5 MHz, the falling o'ff is relatively gradual, so
that the Y signal has practically no overshoots. The
narrow bandwidth of the Y signal is adequate, as it
is required only for the subsequent production of a
clifominance signal which need not have a wider
bandwidth. Next, by means of a regenerator, a locked
colour-sub-carrier oscillation (4. 43 MHz) is obtained
from the burst of the input signal. In the following
phase-shifter, any phase between 0° and 360° - cor-
responding to any colour of the colour diagram - may
be obtained.

Fig. 6 depicts the circuit of the phase-shifter used
for phase-angles between 0° and 360°. It consists in
the main of four mixing stages, which are spaced at
about 2 V in the mixing potential and to which are
connected colour-carriers having phases spaced at 90°.
Thus, for instance, in the first mixing stage, the
mixing is between a 4.43-MHz sinusoidal signal of
the reference phase (0°) and another in quadrature
(90°). There are produced output signals with a high

harmonic content, whose fundamental shifts from 0°
to 90° with the mixing. In the same way, by increasing
the control voltage, the next mixing stage, which is
effective up to 180°, is brought into operation, and
so on. The fundamental is finally separated by filtering.
This sinusoidal signal is now fed to a modifier which
produces the phase " mirrored " on the 0 axis (B-Y
axis). The original signal and the "mirrored" signal
are then switched at the PAL alternation rate. This
colour-sub-carrier is then modulated with the luminance
signal, the modulation producing the correction signal
which represents a colour vector adjustable in phase,
whose amplitude is controlled by the luminance signal.
If one now adds this signal to the main signal,
there is obtained in the monitor picture the
desired coloration dependent on the brightness. If it is
desired, for example, to eliminate an amplitude fault
towards green, the vector added to the main signal must
be in phase opposition, that is to say, in the direction
of magenta. Optimum compensation is obtained by
means of an amplitude control.

COMPOSITE VF >

Fig. 7. - Block-diagram of
correction for the shadow
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Fig. 8. - Oscilloscope display of the shadow correction.

Tinges in the shadows

For shadow-correction, that is to. say, when elimi-
aatiag tinges in the shadows, a method similar to that
for white correction is used (Fig. 7). Here, too, a
signal is produced which is in phase opposition
to the tinge, and this is added to the main signal,
which in this case should be restricted only to the
lower and medium levels (Fig. 8). Thus, before modu-
lating the sinusoiidal signal (whiA, again, may be
rotated through 360°) of the colour-sub-carrier fre-
queacy, it is necessary to obtain from the luminance
signal a signal that contains only the medium levels.
For this purpose, the Y signal is passed through a non-
linear element (Pig. 9), and the unprocessed Y signal
is then discarded. By way of example, the resulting
chafaoteristic in the case of a sawtooth signal is depicted
in Fig. 10. This signal, which now only contains the
desired levels, modulates the colour-sub-carrier ampli-
tude, as in the white correction described above, and
there results the correction siga'al (Fig. 12) which,
after addition to the main signal, can modify its colour
at its medium levels. Translated to the RGB range,
this corresponds to a change in the characteristic of
certain colours, which is required for compensating
tinged shadows.

Fig. 9. - Shaping characteristic of the Y signal.

Fig. 10 (above). - Correction characteristic in the shadow
areas, after subtraction of the Y signal before re-shaping.

Fig. 11 (opposite).
correction.

Oscilloscope display of the shadow
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Tinges in the picture black

The elimination o'f tinges in the picture black can
hardly be termed a correction, because the solution
chosen here merely consists in the removal of all the
colour information at the lower signal levels. As is
depicted in Fig. 12, one obtains from the composite
colour signal first the luminance signal, and this is
passed through an element having a characteristic

(Fig. 13) limiting, for example, at 30 %. After a
reversal stage and clamping at the chosen level of
limitation, it is multiplied wiith the chrominance signal
in phase opposition. The product is a signal (Fig. 14)
which, in the picture black of the main signal, contains
all the colour information in phase opposition, which
is then reduced in amplitude, corresponding to the
increase of the luminance signal, up to the predeter-
mined level. After adding this signal to the main

[> rm
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Fig. 12 (above). - Block-diagram of the desaturation in the
" blacks ".

Fig. 13 (on the right). - Limiter characteristic.

Fig. 14 (below left). - Oscilloscope display of the desatu-
ation correction.

Fig. 15 (below right), - Oscilloscope display of a colour-
bar test-signal with "black " desaturation.

pig 16^ - The electronic colour-film corrector acting on the composite video signal.

signal, a decrease in colour saturation results, starting
at a level of, for example, 30 %, to complete decolo-
ration at picture black (Fig. 15).

This method gives good results with colour faults
in the near-black parts - which, incidentally could
also occur through faulty adjustment of the black level
in the scanner or through the residual carrier of the
coder - without reduction in colour saturation at low
levels being observed subjectively as a deterioration of
the quality.
Conclusions

By means of these four methods of correcting the
composite colour-signal, the main colour faults of

colour films may be eliminated very successfully,
although it is not contended that the result will in every
case correspond to a first-dass print. Here, too, it will
at times be necessary to accept a compromise. Moreover,
it will not always be possible to pre-programme the
correction from scene to scene. but often it will be
necessary, for simplicity's sake, to reproduce an entire
film with a single average correction. The optimum
solution in any case still remains a faultless print, and
an electronic colour corrector can in no way replace
the work of the printing laboratories, which is cer-
tainly not always very straightfo'rward. It should
merely be available for emergencies, when, for example,
time does not permit obtaining better prints.
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SYSTEM BANDWIDTH AND CHANNEL SPACING
IN AM SOUND BROADCASTING*

hy R. SVVERKRVBBE**

Summary.
With double-sideband amplitude modulation, the required

RF bandwidth is equal to twice the AF bandwidth. In the
ideal case, the transmitter does not radiate any components of
the spectrum outside the RF bandwidth and the receiver, by
virtue of its selectivity, accepts exactly the required frequency
band. The article demonstrates that, in the interest of good
adjacent-channel selectivity, the RF bandwidth of the trans-
mission system as a whole must not be much wider than the
channel spacing and that an increased frequency spacing be-
tween adjacent channels would offer certain advantages.

1. Introduction.

The d'isccepaaq? between the cadiated baadwi'dth in
LF and MF amplitude-modulated sound broadcasting
and the pass-band of the receiver has led to investi-
gations [1, 2] which aimed at an improvement of
the entice transmission system, with a view to its
optimalisation. It may be regarded as appropriate to
atm at the same bandwidth for the transmission and
for the receiver pass-band curve, and to use in both
cases filters with very steep slopes. A transmission
system wherein the above-mentioned conditions are
fulfilled, and wherein this system bandwidth has a
reasonable relation to the channel spacing, makes pos-
sible throughout the entire service area the utilisation
of the whole bandwidth with the most favourable pro-
tection ratio with respect to adjaceat-channel iater-
ference. This, however, leaves unanswered the question
as to what relation between the system bandwidth and
the channel Sipacing may be regarded as " reasonable ".

2. Measurement of RF protection-ratios.

For the purpose of explaining the connection between
the RF protection-ratio, channel spacing and system
bandwidth, the lastitut fur Rundfunktechnik at Ham-
burg carried out measurements of the RF protection
ratio for adjaceat-channel interference, using the objec-
tive double-signal measuring method [3, 4]. In repre-
seating the results, a parameter g was introduced,
representing the ratio of the AF bandwidth to the
channel spacing. The transmitted AF bandwidth in
present-day double-sideband AM sound broadcasting
is half the system bandwidth.
2. 1. Receiver characteristics.

For the measurements, use was made of a commer-
cial receiver of the highest quality, having unusually
good characteristics, which came extraordinarily close
to the " ideal reoei'ver " with a " square " selectivity

characteristic. The good selectivity of this receiver was
obtained chiefly by the use of a particular method of
frequency-changing and of low-pass filters in the IF
stage [5]. The ba.ndwidth could be adjusted in steps,
the extraordinarily steep slope of the selectivity Curve
remaining constant. With a bandwidth of ± 6 kHz,
the form-factor (60-dB bandwidth/6-dB bandwidth)
was, for example, '1.07. The AF characteristic obtained
with the various bandwidth adjustments are depicted
in Fig. 1.

2. 2. Transmitter characteristics.

For the purpose of limiting the modulation spectrum
of the measuring transmitters to the chosen value of
the receiver pass-band, use was made of low-pass filters
whose 6-dB point was in each case the same as the
6-dB point of the chosen receiver selectivity curve.
The slope of these filters was 60 dB per octave.

A similar good limitation of the wanted band, as
in the receiver, could, in theory, be obtained at the
transmitter by using very steep low-pass filters in the
modulator input. However, as distortion products of
the order of magnitude of 1 % of the amplitude of the
modulation occur in the transmitter, the bandwidth
limitation obtained by means of such low-pass filters
is only a little more effective than that applied here.

Fig. 2 depicts the spectrum of an unwanted trans-
mitter which., instead of noise modulation, is modulated
with three tones spaced at 100 Hz from each other,
which were slowly moved through the entire AF band.

* Dieser Aufsatz ercheint gleichzeitig in Deutsch unter
dem Titel " Systembandbreite und Kanalabstand beim AM-Ton-
rundfunk " in Rundfunktechnische Mitteilungen, Heft 4, 1969,
S. 175 bis 178.

** Mr. Suverkriibbe is with the Institut fiir Rundfunktechnik,
Hamburg.

Fig. 1. - AF pass-band curves of the receiver.
Abscissa : frequency in kHz
Ordinate : relative AF output level in dB
Parameter : AF bandwidth in kHz.
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.

rel

Fig. 2. - RF spectrum of the unwanted transmitter.
Abscissa : frequency, 2 kHz per division
Ordinate : relative level, 10 dB per division.

All the spectral lines were stored in the screen display.
A low-pass filter of the type described above, having
its 6-dB ipoint at 4. 8 kHz, was inserted at the trans-
mitter input. The figure clearly shows the interference
due to the distortion products of the transmitter; it
extends to about three times the w.anted bandwidth.

3. Evaluation of the results.

The results of the RF protection-ratio measurements
on the receiver mentioned 'are represented in Figs. 3
to 5. Fig. 3 depicts, for various values of the para-

meter Q, the dependence of the adjacent-channel pro-
tection-catio (referred to the case of shared-ohannel-
interference) on the channel spacing.

As the widest receiver bandwidth available was
± 6 kHz, it was unfortunately not possible to measure
any results fo'r high values of Q (Q ^ 1) with wide
channel spacings. For this case, however, it is easy to
obtain reliable values by extrapolation. Because, in
effect, with this receiver the interference tone between

the wanted and unwanted carriers can occur only when
Q ^ 1 on account of the very steep filter slope, and
because in this case the magnitude of the interference
and thus of the RF protection-ra'tio is a function only
of this interference tone and of its evaluation by the
psophometer filter, the RF protection-ratio curve follows
that of the psophometer filter. Extrapolated values for
g = 1 are indicated in Fig. 3, connected by a broken
curve.

It will be seen at once in the illustration that, even
with very complex receivers, a good adjacent-channel
protection-ratio, which is appreciably below the shared-
channel protection-ratio, can be obtained only with
values of Q that are well below 0. 6. It will also be
seen that the variation of the adjacent-channel protec-
tion-ratio as a function of g is particularly large for
Q < 0. 6. With a channel spacing of 9 kHz, for
instance, the relative RF protection-ratio is improved
by 14 dB (from - 16 dB to - 30 dB) when g is
reduced from 06 to 0. 5. Fig. 4 again depicts this for
a channel spacing of 9 kHz. Here, too, it is clear that
the greatest change in the RF protection-ratio may be
expected when the AF bandwidth is about 4. 5 kHz
(S = 0. 5).

Fig. 3. - Adjacent-channel protection-ratios.
Abscissa : channel spacing in kHz
Ordinate : relative RF protection-ratio in dB

AF bandwidth in kHz
: Q =: ^^^_^, "__, ;__-.^

channel spacing in kHz
full lines : measured broken lines : calculated.
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-10

-60

Fig. 4. - Adjacent-channel protedion-ratios for a 9-kHz
channel spacing.

Abscissa : AF bandwidth in kHz
Ordinate : RF protection-ratio in dB referred to the shared-

channel value.

It is difficult to make corresponding measurements
with receivers that may be used in practice, that is to
say, that are less complex, because with these a change
in the bandwidth is always accompanied by a change
in dre steepness of the slope. However, if, for measure-
ments with such receivers, Q is varied in the range
between 0. 5 and 0.6, it is possible to recognise the same
strong influence on the RF protection-ratao in the
case of adjacent-channel interference.

Of particular interest in Fig 3 is the fact that all
the curves slowly fall off with increasing channel
spacing. Thus, with wider channel spacing one obtains
the same adjacent-channel protection-ratio for a greater
value of the ratio g, that is to say, the transmitted AF
bandwidth increases more than the channel sparing.

The reduction of the RF protection-ratio, while the
ratio Q remains the same, but the channel-spacing
increases, is explained by the decrease in the amplitudes
at the higher frequencies in the AF spectrum. However,
the advantage of increasing values fo'r g can be bought
only at the expense of a reduction in the number of
channels. Table 1 iridioat'es, for various channel
spacings, the permissible AF bandwidths for a constant
aidjacent-diannel protection-ratio. Corresponding values
for other RF protection-ratios will be found in Fig. 5.

Table 1

Permissible AF bandwidth for a given adjacent-channel
protection-ratio (30 dB below shared-channel protection-

ratio).

Channel spacing
kHz,

7
8

9
10
11

AF bandwidth

kHz

3.3
3.9
4.5
5.1
5.7

4. Practical applications.

The relations depicted ia Fig. 3 apply, as already
explained, only to the "ideal receiver". It is very
difficult to indicate the limitations tliat must be obseryed
when commercial receivers are induded in the investi-
gations, because only a very unreliable prediction can
be made of the characteristics of future receivers.

A solution to this problem may nevertheless be found
if one bases the considerations not on the receiver
characteristics, but on the planning parameters, and
if, accordingly, certain assumptions are made for the
receiver. If, for instance, the channel structure and

kHz

kHz

Fig. 5. - Exploitation of the frequency spectrum.
Abscissa : channel spacing in kHz
Oldinate : AF bandwidth in kHz
Parameter : RF protection-ratio in dB referred to the shared-channel value.
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the RF protection-ratio for the adjacent-channel are
fixed, the corresponding value of g may be obtained
from Fzg. 3. The transmittable AF bandwidth is thus
determined for an ideal transmission system. This band-
width should also be fully present at the transmission,
as the transmitter characteristics may be made as close
as desired to the ideal. The requirement for receivers,
however, is only the definite maintenance of the
given adjacent-channel protection-ratio. The receiver
manufacturers can obtain this value, for inexpensive
receivers, at the expense of the IF (and thus of the
AF) bandwidth. However, they could also construct
more complex receivers, capable of reproducing ahnost
the full radiated AF quality.

Let us demonstrate this method by means of an
example chosen at rando'm. Let the channel spacing
be fixed at 10 kHz and the adjacent-channel protection-
catio at 20 dB below the sfa'ared-ahannel protection-
ratio. From Pig, 3 one obtains bhe interpolated value
g = 0. 58. This implies that the bandwidth of the
transmission is restricted to ± 0. 58 x 10 = ± 5.8 kHz.
An extremely good receiver is capable of reprodudng
an AF bandwidth of 5.8 kHz. A simple receiver (for
example, the E.B.U. reference receiver MBF) would
be able to reproduce an AF bandwidth of 2. 5 kHz
(6-dB point), while respecting the protection-ratio con-
dition. A receiver constructed for labo'ratory purposes,
using an inexpensive mechanical filter in the IF stage,
passes an AF bandwidth o'f 4. 3 kHz under the same
conditions.

Conclusions.

In AM sound broadcasting, there exists an imequi-
vocal relation between the channel spacing, the AF
bandwidth and the adjacent-channel protection-ratio.
In a transmission system with the same bandwidth for
the radiated signal and for the ceoeiver pass-band curve,

the AF bandwidth is half that of the system band-
width. Fig. 5 shows, for the case of an almost ideal
receiver, the relation between the three parameters
mentioned. For a given channel spacing, there exist
many pairs of values for AF baadwidtfa and adjacent-
channel protection-ratio. If the adjacent-channel pro-
tection-ratio is prescribed also (this influences the
degree of coverage obtainable), then both the AF band-
width and the system bandwidth (which is twice the
AF bandwidth) are determined.

Contrary to the existing practice, an increase of the
system bandwidth permits advantage of the better
quality to be taken. This still permits the construction
of receivers in different price categories ; of course, it
is likely that a lower price would, in general, entail a
reduced AF quality.
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The Round Table Conference at the Montreux Television Symposium

The sixth International Television Symposium was
held at Montreux from 19th to 23rd May, 1969. For the
first time, a Round Table Conference was organised,
with the various technical possibilities for the distri-
bution of supplementary television programmes as its
theme. The techniques under discussion were the fol-
lowing :

- terrestrial broadcasting in the 11.7 to 12.7 GHz band;
- direct broadcasting by satellites;
- television distribution by cable.

The first talk was given by Mr. G. Heinzelmann of
the F.T.Z. Research Institute (Darmstadt), who dis-
cussed terrestrial broadcasting in the 12-GHz band. In
fact, in the Federal Republic'of Germany, where there is
much interest in the development of privately-owned
television services, the Deutsche Buadespost is anxious
to know to what extent terrestrial broadcasting could be
used to enable supplementary programmes to be broad-
cast. At present, utilisation of the VHF and UHF bands
permits almost the whole of the population to be served
by three programmes within a few percent. The utilis-
ation of ̂ the" sites of the UHF transmitters for trans-
mitters in the 12-GHz band would not, however, give
more than limited coverage, due to the pronounced
shadow zones and the severe attenuation caused by rain
or snow. It appears that the only possible solution
would be the construction of a network of low- or me-
dium-power transmitters, which were relatively closely
spaced. The D.B.P. envisages transmitters having a
power of 100 W, with aerials at an effective height of
37. 5 m and an omnidirectional gain of 10 dB. The dis-
tance betw^een co-ohannel transmitters would be 80 km
and the radius of coverage of each transmitter would be
15 km. By using 600 MHz, that is 75 channels each
8 MHz wide, eight additional programmes could be
broadcast. The coverage would however be only partial,
with a probability of satisfactory reception at only
50 % of the locations. Furthermore, it assumes that
600 MHz would be available for terrestrial broadcasting
within the 12-GHz band, while it is quite possible that
only 300 MHz, for example, may be allocated.

Propagation studies undertaken in Berlin and measu-
rementsmade on an experimental network of 12-GHz
transmitters under construction in an urban area have
indicated the difficulties in ensuring complete coverage.
The receiving aerial position must be chosen carefully
so that it is within sight of the transmitter. In conse-
quence, the D.B.P. experts are at present of the opinion
that it would be necessary to make use of reception by
command aerials sihiated at a certain number of
favourable positions. The distribution to the mdividual
viewers would then be via cables. To supply the pria-
cipal centres of the cable-distribution system (extending
to* whole districts within the town, or to satellite towns)

it would in future be possible to use radio-relay links.
This would no longer be broadcasting, then, but point-
to-point communications *.

Regarding direct broadcasting from satellites, Dr. G.J.
Phillips (B^B. C. ) pointed out that with the powers
whidi one might expect to have available, it would not
be possible, contrary to what is sometimes believed to
cover surfaces as large as continents. One is led to
consider beamwidths of 1 to 2° (perhaps even 0. 5° to
meet the requirements of the coverage of a country or
a region). 'The utilisation of the 12-GHz band still
involves certain problems, in particular regarding power
amplifier tubes, "but this band would make the prepa-
ration of a frequency plan much easier because of
the bandwidth available, which is larger than that in
the UHF band, and the greater directivity of receiving
aerials (an aerial diameter of 1 m corresponds to a
beamwidth of about 2° at 12 GHz). The utilisation of
FM offers considerable advantages from the aspect of
the transmitting powers required. With a bandwidth of
25 MHz per "channel, Dr. Phillips considers that it
would be possible to broadcast over an unlimited area
1 programme for each 100 MHz of spectrum used (se-
panate programmes in each service area being possible).

A similar opinion was expressed by Mr. P- Blanche-
ville, on the basis of work undertaken by the O.R.T. F.

In Europe, Dr. Phillips envisaged the distribution
of two supplementary programmes by some thirty satel-
lites launched during "a 10-year period, having beam-
widths of approximately 1° overlapping exactly. The
beams might need to have elliptical cross-sections rather
than circular ones. The cost, including development
and launching, would be 1 200 million dollars. For
reception, Dr. Phillips proposed an aerial with a dia-
meter of approximately 1 m, followed by an amplifier-
mixer-discriminator delivering the signal at the output
of the video detector of receivers equipped for VHP and
UHF operation. The cost of such installations would
be from 80 to 100 dollars each (in mass production)
which would lead to an expenditure of 10 000 million
dollars on equipping 100 million households.

Mr. Richacd (Electrobel, Bmssels) commenced by
describing the present state of development of systems
for the distribution of television by cable which in the
United States are call'ed Community Antenna Television
systems (CATV). There are currently 2060 CATV sys-
terns iin tbe United States, serving 3. 6 million subscri-
bers. The authorisatiQns granted and negotiations now
under way indicate that the number of systems will soon
reach 5500. In the United Kingdom, there are several

* For these links, higher frequencies (18 GHz, for example,
as in the United States) could be used as the directivity would
enable higher radiated powers to compensate for the greater
losses due to rain, snow or fog. (Editor.)
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hundred systems berving approximately 1 million sub-
scribers (some of whom are served by a system using a
multi-pair cable and "simplified" receivers). There
are also systems in Canada, Belgium and Switzerland
and to a more limited extent, in Germany, France and
the Netherlands.

The advantages of the systems of distribution by
cable are the high quality of reception and the elimi-
nation of individual aerials. They also permit the dis-
tribution of programmes from relatively distant trans-
mitters, sometimes by means of radio-relay links, where
this has been authorised (channel allocation and copy-
rights). In general, it is true to say that these systems
permit the reception of a larger number of programmes
than the traditional systems of broadcasting. Modern
CATV systems transmit a bandwidth greater than that
occupied by sound and television broadcasting ; they
may thus be used to transmit complementary program-
mes, such as those previously recorded, educational pro-
grammes, programmes of local interest etc.

The installation costs are relatively high (4 500 dol-
lars per km on average in a built-up area in Europe).
A delicate problem of finance has to be solved each
time a new system is started in a given town or region.

Mr. R. P. Gabriel (Rediffusion International, United
Kingdom) then described a new system of distribution
by cable which ^ives an even greater choice of pro-
grammes by enabling each subscriber to obtam, by dial-
ling a number, any one of a very large number of pro-
grammes (36 for example) available at a central " ex-
change ". Each subscriber has a normal television re-
ceiver and also a box containing a frequency-converter
and a telephone-type dial. This installation is connected
by a twin-pair cable through a junction-box (to which
the neighbouring subscribers are similarly connected) to
a programme centre serving up to 5 000 subscribers
witihin a 0. 1 square-mile area, This system has been used
experimentally at the Redif fusion Television studios at
Teddington, and has recently been demonstrated to the
F. C. C. in the United States.

Following these talks, the representatives of (he
various regional broadcasting associations were asked to
express their opinions : Mr. Matsuura for the Asian
Broadcasting Union (A. B.U. ), Mr. Juskevicius for the
O.I.R.T., Mr. Antar for the Union of National Radio
and Television Organisations of Africa (U. R.T. N.A. ),
Mr. Hansen for the E.B.U. and Mr. Bartlett for the
N. A. B.

The majority of these delegates referred to the great
diversity of languages (or religions) in their part of
the world, which rendered direct broadcasting by sa-
tellite less attractive. In certain cases, as Mr. Juskevidus
remarked, it was also necessary to take account of dif-
fereaces in local times. The present state of develop-
ment of the sound and television networks also in-
fluences the choice of solutions. Mr. Hansen (E.B.U.)
said that it was now generally accepted that broadcasting

direct from satellites to individual receivers would not
be possible during the next decade. On the other hand
satellite broadcasting for distribution by communal aerial
systems might well be possible by 1975. He referred in
this context to the report of the working group on
direct broadcasting by'satellites of the Committee for
the Peaceful Use of Outer Space *. Communal aerials
could be used without modification in small commu-
nities or schools in the developing countries, and as the
starting point for systems of distribution by cable in the
more developed ones.

In the United States, there was no need for supple-
mentary programmes, according to Mr. Bartlett, who
did not foresee any change in the existing sound and
television broadcasting system " during the lifetimes of
the participants in the Symposium ". This opinion is
not, however, shared by the President's Task Force on
Communications Policy, whose final report, now offi-
daily published, states " ... (hat complete reliance can-
not be placed on a system of local over-the-air stations
to achieve our goals " and " although a number of
methods can be imagined for expanding tfaie number of

channels, the most promising is cable television .

During the general discussion which followed, Mr.
Chauvierre (France) asked if the use of other types
of modulation such as PCM had been considered.
Dr. Phillips replied that PCM had been investigated by
the B.B.C., but the conventional type of PCM occupied
a very large bandwidth, as a sufficient number of pul-
ses to eliminate the " quantification noise" were re-
quired. An intermediate solution, which the B.B.C. had
called " Hybrid PCM " had been found to be interest-
ing, and theoretically superior to FM. One or two
articles had been published on this subject, but the most
important question was to know whether receivers util-
ising this system could be manufachired at a sufficiently
low price.

Mr. Holden (United Kingdom) drew attention to
the difficulty in establishing a frequency plan for the
UHF band, as, if a 1'° beam was directed towards Euro-
pe, the nearest area in which the same channel could be
used would be almost at the equator. This is because
little directivity can be obtained with UHF aerials. A
wide separation was also necessary between an area
served by UHF transmissions from a satellite and that
served by terrestrial transmitters operating in the same
channel.

The Round Table discussions at the Montreux Sym-
posium have not, of course, provided a definite solution
to the problem of the procedures to be utilised for
broadcasting supplementary television programmes ;
they were only a preliminary and necessarily brief exam-
ination of tihis problem, but (hey have nonetheless
helped to clarify certain important points for the par-
ticipants.

* Documents A/AC 105/51 and A/AC 105/50, February
1969, submitted by the American delegation.
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS

International Special Committee on Radio Interference
(C. I.S. P.R.)

Meeting of Working Groups at- Montreux. -
The Working Groups 'and Steering Committee of the
C. I.S.P.R. held m'eetiogs in Montrcux from 19th to
30th May, 1969 ; these'meetings were organised jointly
with those of the sixth International Television Sym-
posium. The previous meetings, held lat Delft in June,
1968, .have already been 'reported* and therefore only
the progress which has been miad'e since that time is

mentioned hece.

Working Group 1, whose task is to specify measuring
equipment, has prepa.red a 'draft for a C. I.S.P.R. report
on the measurement of interference in the audio fre-
queacy range. It has also completed draft specifications
far 'an iastm'ment covering frequencies below 150 kHz,
as well as the 'draft of a report on measurements at
frequencies greater than 300 MHz. In collaboration
with Working Group 6, it has produced ia report on the
absoAent damp developed by this Group ; the form
in which the conclusions of this report are to appear
in C. I.S.P.R. publioations was also 'discussed. Working
Group 1 has furth'erimore prepared a draft feport on
the standardisation of impulse generators, and discussed
the publication of another report concerning field-
Strength measurements.

Workmg Group 2, whidi is studyung interference
due to industrial, scientific and medical apparatus,
discussed the measurement of the cadiation from appa-
i<atus of these classes in the presenoe of interfering
signals from other transmissions. It was concerned with
measurements ialt ffeq'uendes greater than 470 MHz,
and the aillocation of frequendes for wood-gluing. The
question of the extent to which measurements of very
large apparatus could be made, either at their place of
operation, or in factories, was discussed. The Group
also considered the interference pcoduced by micro-
wave ovens, and by tiigh-frequeacy arc-weidiag equip-
ment, as well as the allocation of aiddibional fcequendes
for diathermy equipment.

Working Group 3, which is concer'ned with mter-
fecenoe caused by high voltage lines, examined the
question of complaint statistics, the statistical analysis
of the iinterfering spedtrum, 'and the interference pro-
duced by direct current lines. In the latter field, it was
now well established that only the positive polarity
was a generator of interference, that the mterf'erence
level 'decreased during rain, 'and that, for equal levels
of interference as indicated by C. I. S.P.R. apparatus,
the subjective annoyance is less than that produced by
an altemating-current line. The Group was also studying
the interference due to series of insulators, and that
caused by electrified railways.

* See E.B.U. Review No. 110-A, pp. 186-187.

Working Group 4, Which 'deals with interference due
to the ignition systems of internal combustion engines,
proposed that all the recommendations appearing in
various C.I.iS.P.R. publications and referring to inter-
ference of this type should be re-'issued in a single
leaflet. The personnel responsible for measurements
i'n this field would thus have available in a single
document all specifications regarding the apparatus,
the limits, and other information required for these
measurements.

Working Group 5 (Receivers) has continued its
study of iladiadon emanating from the chassis of receivers
on the one hand, and from the aerial and power cables on
the other. The question of the relationship between
the Group and I.E.C. Sub-Committee 12A remains on
the agen'da ; it will be recalled that the latter is ces-
ponsible for 'deteiJmming m'ethods of measurement for
receivers, iand that the dioice of limits is closely linked
to the methods of measurement adopted. A certain
amount of progress has been achieved iiegairding t-be
utilisation of V and A netwofks.

Working Group 6, whidi is studying interference
due to motors in domestic appliances and to lighting
equipment, 'has continued its exami'n'ation of methods
permitting outdoor measurements to be replaced by
those in the laiboratory. Several detatls of measucemients
to be made on small items of equipment were discussed.
Various ooatributions regarding tihe conaection of these
items to the artificial network, the interfefenoe produced
by lighting equipment, and the limits for interferenoe
in the VHP band for apparatus containing small motors,
were also examined. Ivf'easurem'ents to be made in the
case of semiconductor equipment had made some
progress.

W^orkmg Group 7 (Safety) added the production of
a guide to the utilisation of capacitors in interference-
suppressing 'equipment to lits terms of reference.

V^orkmg Group 10, which is responsible for studying
the presentation of statistics of compl'aints, has made
a certain amount of progress towards the staa'dardisation
of this presentation by the organisations 'riesponsible for
li.avestigatin'g interference in various member countries.

The Steering Committee received the reports of the
various Wofking Groups. It agfeed that those Groups
wishing to 'meet before the next Plenary Assembly
should" do so between 15th afLd 29th March, 1970 in
Yugoslavia. 'Finally, the 'delegate from the U. S. S.R.
confirmed that the next Plenary Assembly could be
held from 24th August to 5th September, 1970 at
Leningrad.
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International Electrotechnical Commission
(I. E.G.)

Meeting of Technical Committee 60 (Recor-
ding). - This Technical Committee and the two
Sub-Committees 60A (Sound icecording) and 60B
(Video recording) met from 16th to 21st J'une^ at
Baiden-Baden. Dr. H. Schiesser presidied over the

meeting of Com'mittee 60. The meeting of Sub-Com-
mittee 60A was presided over by Mr. D.A. Weale
(United Kingdom), appointed as successor to M'r. H.
Davies, who was Chaifman of Sub-Coaimittee 29A for
many years. Tfae meeting of Sub-Committee 60B was
presided over by Mr. Roizen (United States). The
E.B.U. was represented at the meetings of Sub-Com-
mittees 60A and 60B respectively by Prof. J.J. Geluk
(N. O. S. ) and Dr. P. Zaccari'an (RAI) who are the
Chairmen of Sub-groups Gl and G2 of Working
Party G, respectively. They have kindly sent us the
fallowing report on the main subjects that were
discussed.

Preparation of a vocabulary

Technical Committee 60's Wofking Groups 1 and 2
dealt with vocAularies. It 'has been 'decided to group
documents for this terminology in tfaree sections, i.e.
general, disk recording and tape recording. Bedause of
the existing vocabuliary prepared by the E.B.U., the
work of Working Group 2 (responsible for television
tape reootiding) has 'been made easier, and the section
concerned specifically with the terminology of video
recording will possibly be circulated earlier.

Sound recording (Sub-Committee 60A)

Revision of existing publications
Publication 98 (Processed disk records and repro-

ducing equipment) was reviewed by the Sub-Commit-
tee 60A, and besides editorial changes the following
points will feature in the Six-Monfchs' Rule 'document :
a) change in the bottom radius of fiae-groove ireoords

from 4 p.m. to 8 /^.m ;
b) deletion of reference to non-spherical reprodudng

styli and the omission of ati specified 'dimensions.
A questionary concerned with the thickness 'at the

periphery of holes in records (157 .mm/7 i'n) having
the large centre hole will be sent to all I.E.C. Natiorial
Committees in view of the enlargement of its tole-
ranee (between 0. 6 mm and 1. 2 mm). 'For autochangers,
tjhis dimension is of great importance.

Publication 94 (Magnetic tape recording and repro-
duoing systems, dimensions 'anid dharacteristiics) was also
studied, with particuliar attention to four items.
a) It was generally ;agreed to standardise the tolerances

on the relative levels in recording and reproduction.
The proposal wihioh will be circulated for comments
within four months will include four clauses relating
respectively to the reooiided level only, reproducing
equipment 'response only, overall frequency response
and to stereophonic tape recoiidi'ngs. For speeds of

38. 1 and 19. 05 cm/s (71/2 aQd 15 in/s) used in
broadcasting, the lower limit of the frequency res-
ponse in recording or playbaA increases from

2. 5 dB at 40 Hz to - 1. 5 dB at 80 Hz, reniains
constant at -1.5 dB from 80 to 8000 Hz, and
decreases from -1.5 dB at 8000 Hz to -2.5 dB
at 16.000 Hz (the value of 0 dB being taken as an
upper limit) ; the tolerance range is doubled for
the overall response.

b) After examination of the reconding ch'aracteristics
oaly the foot-note concerning the tape speed of
19. 05 am/s (71/2 in/s)> for which the time con-
slants of 70 p.s and oo are standardised, was dian-
ged ; it is added in the foot-note that the time-con-
stant of 50 ̂ , s :+ 3'180 ,jus is used in some countries.
Although the discussions about the matter of this
standardisation were of a fundamental nature, the
text will be changed unless a Six-Months' Rule
document is issued for other reasons.

c) Tape i'dentification, either 'along the whole tape, to
indicate the sensitive side, or at its beginning and
end, was discussed at length. A preparatory Working
Group set up 'during the meeting will draw up new
proposal's on this subject. It is worth mentioning
that for new chromium oxide magnetic tapes mark-
ing the tape Aroughout its length seems to reduce
significantly the improvem'ent obtainable with such
tapes.

d) It has been decided to refrain from any active par-
tioiparion in the field of reference tapes for sound
recoriiog. However, it was judged iiseful to compile,
as an lappen'dix to Publioation 94 details of existing
referenae tapes in siev'efal countries.

Tape cartridge recordings
Endless-loop magnetic tape oaartridges of the N.A. B.

type, were discussed by Sub-Committee 60A. Although
sevecal delegations were un favour of taking these
oartjridges as the basis for an I.E.C. Recommendation,
the majority thought it premature to tabe such an action.
At the next meeting the position will be reviewed and
the document remains on the work programme of the
Sub-Committee.

A Secretariat's proposal will be circulated concerning
the 8-track technique in special cartridge-systems. The
United States .delegation promised to supply th'e neces-
sary details with the aim of including this technique in
PubliQation 94.

Problems of a technical nature
Methods of measuring cecofded levels on magnetic

fcape were drawn up in a finalised form and will be
circuilated as a Six-Months' Rule idocument. The prin-
ciiple of recorded flux rather than surface-induction will
be taken as a basis for the aiethod of measurement.

Requests had been 'received from I.E.C. Sub-Com-
mittee 12A concerning radiation from tape recorders ;
but it seems likely that fhe C. I.S.P.R. will be more
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appropriate for dealing with (his question. Guidance
was given to I.E.C. Sub-Committee 12A as to what
kind of prognamme an'd tape reproducer should be used
for listening-tests on cadio-receivers.

The mtiasuremen'ts of wow and flutter in recording
systems was studied by Silb-Committee 60A, and the
unanimous decision was taken tfa'at the one-'half of the
peak-to-peak deviation of a tone (either 3'150 Hz or
3000 Hz) after passing through a weighting network,
should be the only figure to be given in the result.

Television tape recording (Sub-Committee GOB)

Transverse-track video recordings
Sub-Committee 6QB has adopted a certain number

of spedfiications concerning fihis type of recording,
which will be submitted to the National Committees
under the Six-Moaths' Rule.

The problem of vi'dieo track dimensions is being
investigated by Working Group 1 (Sedfefiary : Dr. Zac-
carian). It -was id.ed'di ed to adopt a specificahion for the

transverse dimensio'nmg of the Uacks, to a greater
accucacy than (be one dmfted by the C.C. I.R., since tfa'e
I.B.C. spedficafiions affect the manufacturers of the
equipment. However, no imiportant differenaes o&n be

found between the new proposed I.E.C. specifications
and the ones of the E.'B.U. or of the C.C.I.R.

The longitudinal idiimensioning of the video teacks
suggested during the last meeting of E.B.U. Sub-
group G2 (see page 189 of the present issue) has been
adopted wit1h some changes ; however, cuily the nominal

value for the spacing of (he video tcacks is specified.
The problem of tape spools is being investigated by

Wor'ki'ng Group 2 (Secretary : Mr. Remley). The
dimensionii'ag of the I.S.0. for instrumentation spools
has been adopted ; however, only the spool sizes indi-
Gated in the C.C.I.R. draft Recommendation E. l.e(X)
are specified.

The SMPTE proposed recommended practice for
the configuration of the tape between input and output
guides of tape-mach'ines has been adopted and modified
in order to take into account tihe main amendments
suggested by E. B.U. Sub-group G2.

The clauses of the C.C. I.R. 'draft recommendation
relating to the recording of the control track and the
sound track have been adopted ; however, no spedfi-
aation is given for the riefenence tone level. Furthi ermore,

tlhe tolerance on the idistance 'between cor'fesponding
audio and video informahon is made tighter.

Moreover, a quesrionary will be prepared on the
definition and measure'm'ent of dropouts, based on the
E. B.U. contribution.

Helical-scan video recordings
Questionaries will be prepared on the following sub-

jects by the Secrcfcariat of Sub-Committee 60B :
- Standards for a hel'icial-soaa domestic video recorder

(based on a suggestion from the Neth'erl'ands).
- Connecfcion between video recoriers and television

sets for domestic or semi-professional use.
- Spools for domestic video reco'rders.

Other subjects
Sub-Committee 60B has considered a doaument of

the C.C. I.R., in which it is requested that the I.E.C.
should study the problem of the stan'd'ardisation of the
basic synchronisiing signals for telavision. A reply has
been prepared, oonoeming the si'gnails required for
proper operation of television tape-'iuachines

It has been decided that the study of labels and
leaders for tolevisiion tapes is within the scope of Sub-
Committee 60B.

Questionaries will be prepared on the following
subji ects :

Electfon-bdam recorders arid recorimgs ;
- Coded information to be recorded on the cue

trade as a help in editing ;
- Measuring methods peculiar to television recorders

and recordings ;
M^eah'anioal and magnetic specifications for tele-
vision tape.

» * *

Tech'nical Committee 60 and Sub-Committees 60A

and 60:B will hdld th'eir next meetings simultaneously in
September 1970.

International Telecommunication Union
(I.T. U.)

Administrative conferences. - At its twenty-
fourth session, wihidi was held at Geneva from 3rd to
23rd May, 1969, (he I.T.U. Admiaistfative Council
passed two resolutions concerning the preparation of
two administrative conferences m the field of broad-
casting.

Space coherence
It was decided (hat a World Admmistfative Radio

Conference for Space Telecommunications wiill m'eet at
Geneva on 7th June, 1971 for a duration of six weeks,
provision being made for one addiitional week. The
Administrative Council drew up the agenda, which will
deal mai'nly with the following points :

- the examination an'd revision of the existing Radio
Regulations with 'a view to 'adopting new provisions
applicable to (he various services using space radio
teohniques ;

- the revision of tihe table of radio frequency allociations
to take account of services that may use space radio
teohaiques and the radi io astronomy service ;

- the revision of the prcwisions regarding frequency
sharing between space and terrestrial servioes ;

- consideration of tfhe feasibility of coordinated frequea-
cy plan.ning for radiocammun'ication satellites ;

- the ohianges necessary to the Radio Regulations for
the effective implementation of the .dedsions of the
Conference.
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frequency planning for LFjMP broadcasting
After examining a memorandum by the I. F. R. B. and

a report by the Director of the C.C. I.R., the I.T.U.
Administrative Council was of the opinion that a
Regional Aidmimstrative Radio Conference on frequency
planning for LF/MF broadaasting in Regions 1 and 3
(Europe, Africa arid Asia) should be held. Admiaistr'a-
tions of I.T.U. Member countries were invited to present
(heir views on the desirability of holding such a
conference not later than 1974.

The I.T.U. Administrative Council requested the
C.C.I.R. and the I.F.R.B. to continue their studies on
this question and to submit reports to its next session.

Seminar on the improvement of sound and
television broadcasting in Africa. - A seminar
was organised by the I.T.U. from 9th to 21st June,
1969. Under the auspices of the U.R.T.N.A., which
had proposed that it be h'elid for the benefit of all

African countries, it was attended by delegates from
twenty-nine countriies tin (hat conti'n'ent.

At the request of the Secretary-General of the I.T. U.,
the E. B.U. oollaboriatad in the seminar by arranging
and ooordinating the designation of I'ectufers by its
Members (a total of 12 spdakers).

The seminar was opened officially by Mr. A.K. Gaye,
Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Senegal.
This was followed by a speech given by Mr. Mohame'd
Mill, Secretary-GeneraI of the I.T. U. and by an address
of welcome from Mr. B'assioun'i, Secretafy-Gener'al of
the U.R.T.N.A.

The seminar consisted of two parts : the first concer-
ned Paaifrican ffequency-p'laa'nmg ; the second dealt
with the orga.nisation and delvelapmeat of the broad-
casting services. The subjects of the first lectures were
as follows :

- Radio-wave propagation, by L. Boifihias (CNET,
France) ;

- Frequency allocation and distribution, by C. Terzani
(RAI, Iti,tly) ;

- The main types of aerials used in sound and tele-
vision bro.idcasting, by C. Parmeggi'aai '(RAI, Italy) ;

- The optimum utilisation of (he LF and MF spectrum,
by H. .Eden (I. R.T., F.R. of Germany).
Transmitting stations were the subject of three lec-

tares :

Tr'ansmitting equipfnent, by R. ]V['arrin (O. R.T. F.,
France) ;

- Premises and power supplies, by F. Bolt (B.B.C.,
United Kingdom) ;

- Feeders and aerials, by C. Parm'eggiani (RAI, Italy).

Panafrican frequency-planmng was disoussed during
two lectures by H. Eden (I.R.T., F.R. of Germany)
on techmques for VHP transmissions and techniques
for the M.F band, anid also by C. Pacmeggi'ani (RAI,
Italy) on teoha'iques in the HP bands. The first part

of the seminar ended with an address by P. Guillot
(C.'C. I.R. ) on the C.C. I.R. Recommendations concerned
with the standardisation of braadcasti'ng equipment.

The second part consisted of the following lectures :
- Transmission systems, by F. Anguera (O. R.T. F.,

France) ;
- Operation and maintenance, by 'B. Berntsson (Swe-

dish P.T.T. ) ;
- Studio techniques (sound recofdi.ng, filming, etc. ),

by L. Mignot (O.R.T.F., France) ;
- Film-soanners, by M. Agresti (RAI, Italy) ;
- Magnetic recording, by L. Griffiths (B. B. C., United

Kingdom).
Recruitment and training wene diiscusseid i.n an address

prepared by G. Galligioni (RAI, Italy) (w'hiah was
'delivered by M. Colapietro in his absence), and a lecture
by A. Clave (O.R.T.F, Fmnce).

The genefal organisation of teohaical broadcasting
services for sound and television was the subject of a
lecture prepafed by M. Sponzilli, a.nd was given in his
absence by M. Agresti.

Finally, two lectures wene given by F. Anguera
(O. R.T. F., France) on the development of a Panafrican
national and regional netwoA with fixed-term objec-
fives in view.

The lectures were followed by meetings of Working
Parties which formulated the 'questions to be put to the
speakers regacdi.ng the subjects of their addresses, anld
by 'debates in plenary session, in which these questions
were idiscussed. The number and the subjects of these
questions il'lustfated the interest of the participants in
the semin'ar, and the wide ta,age of problems about
whiA the African broadcasting organisations wish to
obtain teclhnical i.aform'a. tion.

Publication of service documents. - During
July, 1969, the I.T.U. published new editions of the
service documents custoruariiy produced by the I. F.R.B. :

International Frequency List (Fifth Edition)

This new edition of the List, dated 1st February,
1969, retains the presentation of the previous issues.
It consists of a Preface and four Volumes containing
details of frequency assignments betsveen 10 and
4995 kHz ; 4995 and 9995 bHz ; 9995 and 28 000 kHz;
28 :and 40 000 MHz. Voluime IV is itself dividied into
four parts : one covers the range 28 to 50 MHz, but
omits ial'1 broadcasting assignments ; the other three
cover the rest of the spectmm, each applying to one
of the Regions.

List of Broadcasting Stations operating m the bands
below 5950 kHz (Fourth Edition)

This 'documeat, also dated 1st February, 1969, lists
the broadcasting stations whose assignments were
entered in Volume I of the la'ternatioaal Frequency
List. The stations are listed by countries, and in each
country in alphabetical order.
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ALGERIA

New international television circuit inaugur-
gted. - Although occasional live television pro-
gratomes from Algeria have been transmitted to Europe
'- notably on l4th July, 1958, as described jnE. B^. U.
Review No. 51-A - the Raidiodiffusion-Television
Algerienne has been unable to contribute regularly to
Eurovision exahang.es 'as there was no permanent tele-
vision circuit in the idirectioa Algeria to Europe. From
July, 1969, howiever, the iatemational television circyi 't
from Perpigaan to Algiers has been equipped for
reversible operation.

The new circuit was used immediately to relay the
opening of the first Panafrican Cultural Festival on
21st July, and 'to provide news reports of this ̂ event
during 'th'e following tea days. The transmissions
included items in colour, using tihe SECAM system,
which were producdd with some technioal assistance
from the O.R.T.F. Although (he international circuit
utilises tropospheric propagatioa over 'two Imks of
more than 300 km (see E.B.U. Review No. 63-A,
p. 223) tihe quality of the colour pictures received in
Brussels was satisfactory.

AUSTRALIA

Development of communication satellite
Earth-stations. - There are two permanent com-
munioation sa.tellite Barth-stations currently operating
in Australia. These are :

(a) Moree, New South Wales. This station is per-
manently linked to the national communications
netw^ofk via a braadban. d channel capable of car-
rying television programmes.

(b) Carnarvon, Western Australia. This station is^ at
present remote from existing broadband television
links.

At the present time there is a thicd temporary station
at Toowoomba, Queensland, belonging to N. A. S.A.

Two further stations are planned for the Overseas
Telecommunications Commission, Austmlia, these being
a second station at Camacvon, W.A. and a station at
Ceduna, S. A. The Ceduna station will po.i'at westwards
towards an Indian Ocean satellite. This station will be
linked, via ia short spur, to the east-west microwave link
now imde'r construction, and th'eace to the Australian
telecommunioatioas network. The construction of this
station will enable the direct exchange of television
programmies on 625/50 standacds between Australia and
Europe.

Extension of television services. - Plans for
the first five stages of the development of television
in Australia covering the period f'rom 1956 to ̂ 1967
were reported in E. BJJ. Review No. 99-A, whilst details
of the sixth stage of development were included in
E. B.U. Review Nos. 107-A and 108-A.

The Federal Government has now authorised the
expeaditur-e of almost $ 5 000 000 for the establishment
of* a further 38 low-power national television stations
during a period of four years.

On compl'eti'on of the sixth stage of development
now in progress, 96 % of the population of Australia
will have a television service available to them. The
task of extending the service to the remaining 4 % of

the population is most difficult, as the^500 000 persons
concerned are distributed over 'appfoxitnately &5 % of
Australia's total area. It is estimated that the additional
38 stations referred to above will provide a service for
approximately 110 000 persons.

The majority of the new stations are hundreds of
kilometres from existing television services, and this
creates problems in feeding signials to the transmitters.
Some circuits will be established along existing or
planned Post Office broadband fadio-relay or coaxial
dable telephony routes using a separate carrier, or via the
protection channel for the telephony system. Others in
the more remote areas will be fed witih prognammes by
means of an unprotected single-ahaanel microwave link
provided for the purpose.

Special measures will be required to provi'de the ser-
vice for Alice Springs as this town is more Aan 600
miles from the closest existing station and there are no
ijadio-'relay channels to Alice Springs at present.

These new oatioaal stations are listed below, and the
map on page 171 ill.ustcat. es the location of these cen-
tres together with the location of all other existing or
planndd television transmitters.

New South Wales : Mungindi.

Oueenslanct: Hugnenden - Barcaldine - Alpha - Mitchell -
Richmond - Blackall - Goondiwindi - Morven - Julia

Creek - Longreach - St. George - Augathella - Cloncuiry -
Winton - Dirranbandi - Charleville - Mary Kathleen -
Clermont - Miles - Cunamulla - Emerald - Springsure -
Roma.

South Australia: Ceduna - Woomera.

Western Australia: Southern Cross/Bullfinch - Mingenew -
Port Hedland - Moora - Esperance - Dampier - Carnamah
- Norseman - Three Springs - Carnarvon.

7asmanU: King Island.

Northern Territory : Alice Springs.

-1 /-^. tl-A'l
,
! NEW SOUTH Nll'-"MilE? V-// 'P£TS"

Existing high-power television transmitter location

v Planned high-power television transmitter location

. Existing low-power television transmitter location

a Planned low-power television transmitter location

;§ Communication satellite Earth-station location
Existing or planned full time television programme channel

Television programme channel available for part-time use

State of development of television in Australia

A Bill has been introduced to amend bhe Broad-
casting and Television Act to ipfovide for the licensing
of low^power television stations in some remote areas.
This is raaialy intended to benefit mining centres, where
it is unlikely that nocmal commerddl stations would
ever be 'pmviided and where, bec'aus'e of the high costs

involved, the establishment of national stations is dif-
fioult to justify.

For this s'erviice it is proposed that programmes of
the Austflali'an Broadcasting Commission (A. B.C. ) be
transcribed to television tape whiflh would then be
forwarded to these stations for replay without further
attention.

A number of mining companies have ia'diaated tfaeir
interest lin establishing and operati.ag such stations and

the proposed amendments to the Act will give the

Australian Broadoasting Coinimission the autlhority to
provide programmes to such stations. At least six of
these stations would be required before the provision
of a special recording .and tca.nscription studio by the
A.B.C. could be justifidd.

It 'has not yet been decided in which areas these sta-
tions may oper'ate as this will depend on firm proposals
being made by indivii dual members of the Mmi'ng
Industry Council.

* * *

No decision 'has yet been made by the Government
concerning the date of introduction of cdlour television
in Australia, However, when the decision is readhed,
at least 18 months dear notice will be gtven to allow
the industry sufficient time to prepare for its i'ntro-
duction.
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Transmitting station in Lapland. .-
The start of service from a sound and television
broadoasti'ng station an Lapland, in 1968, marked
an important stage in the id'evidopment of the
Yleisradio netwoA. Situated iat Yllastuaturi, this
station processes a 212-m mast, 'the top of which
is 909 im aibove sea level.

The station is contained within a three-storey
building having a total volume of 1650 m3. Two

floors are below ground level, so that only the
top storey is visible abcwe the summit of the Arctic
mounfcain. The television transmitter room and
the control room, among others, are at this level.
Under normal conditions, the equipment is
remotely controUed from the station at Rova- "^
niemi, whidi is close to the Arctic Circle at ;
approximately 130 km to the south of the new
station. The lower floors of 'the building contain
the sound-lbroadcasting transmitters and the emer-
gency electrical generator.

The sound programmes are broadcast by two 10-kW
VHF/FM tonsmitters with an ERP of 60 kW on 95.3
and 92. 2 MHz. Two reserve transmitters of 1 kW each
are also availribl'e.

The television transmitter, with 10 kW output power,
operates in Channel 11. Its .aerial is horizontally-pola-
rised, 'and the GRP is 60 kW, except towards the east,
where it is reduced to 10 kW. The station's service

area is very large, and includes a part of Sweden in
which fhere is a Finnish community. A reserve 2-kW

The Yleisradio transmitting station in Lapland.
(Yleisradio photo)

transmitter is available also. At the top of the aerial
mast, a space of 20 m has been reserved for future UHF
aerials. The programmes are brought from fche Rova-
niemi station via Pello on faidio-relay links.

Despite the existence of the Yllastunturi station, there
remain certain areas in Lapland with a low population
'density which are still without a teleivision service.
During the next few years, it is hoped to extend the
coverage to indud'e tiiese regions. However, VHF/FM
sound transmissions are already iavai'lable 'to la'lmost the
whcyle population.

FRANCE

Remotely-controlled transmitting stations. -
In constructing the transmitter network for the Second
Television Progcamme, the O.R.T.F. has utilised the
existing infrastmcture of the First Programme, in the
form of ipermaneatly-staffed ttfa'nsmitting stations.
However, to complete the installation of the Second
Programme utilising Band IV/V (while making pro-
vision for a later fhicd progca'mme), it is necessary to
build gaip-filling tiiansmitters serving areas which lie
outside those that oan be covered at high frequencies
fro'm tih'e original sites. Tfaie construction of staffed

transmitting stations for this purpose would incur high
operating costs, and this is why the O.R.T.F. Engineer-
ing Division 'has envisaged that these new stations
should be controlled remotely from the existing ones.

The first insta!lll ation of this type has just entered

service, at the La Rhune tmnsmitting station, in the
Basque region near the Spanish frontier. This station is
designed to be completely remotely controlled and
remotely monitored from the Bofdeaux-iBouliac traas-
mi'tter, some 200 km away. During the official inaugur-
ation, 'held on Thursday 19th June, 1969, those atten-
ding the ceremony at Bouliac were in fact able to
observe the execution of the instructions sent from the

control desk at that station, by means of dosed-drcuit
television. Similar installations will follow, at other
locations in France, at the ^ate of approximately one
per month for the next two years.

The installations at La Rhune consist of :

- three VHF/FM sound transmitters, with a nominal
power of 3 kW ;

- a Band-III television tmnsmitter comprising two
sections eadh with a nominal peak vision power of
0. 8 kW, whiah can be switched independently in
flas'e of failure ;

- a Banid-IV television transmitter comprising two
sections coupled together, eaah barving a nominal
vision power of 5 kW.

The remote control of these transmitters is coavieyed
as data in a telegraph-griade ahianniel at a wte of 200

bailds (480 Hz) on the service d'rcuit of the raidio-reky
system used to bring the programme signals to La
Rhone from Bouli i'ac ('via two intermedi'ate repeater
stations). The pictures and soiund broadcast by the two

television transmitters, and the output of the three
sound transmitters, are monitored continuously by a

group of receivers, which immediately detect any
faults that may occur. The operator at the control
station, for his part, intervenes by switching the
transmitters off and on, selecting the input progr'amme,
and the .replacement of faulty sections. I'n particular,
he is able to switch the vision signals to direct reception
of the transmissions from the Pic idu Midi in the event

of failure of the radi'o-relay system nomially used. At
the terminals of the link, the infor'miation is encoded
in digibal form and transmitted ; after reception it is
demodulated, decoded, and used to initiate the required
operation, or to set off an alarm.

At present die following faults are indicated :

For the vision transmitters :

absence of signal ;
synohronising pulses too smaU ;
white level too high or too low (on the test line).

For the sound transmitters :

absence of programme signals in the transmitter
output;

volume too high or too low during a given period ;
difference between tjhe input and output levels of

the transmitter.

The telemetry signals ace displayed on a synoptic
panel on the control desk i'a tfae master station. By
means of push-buttons, bhe operator is able to exercise
control. The existence of a fault operates an audible
alarm, and a red lamp flasfaing on the synoptic panel
indicates to the opeflator which transmitter is faulty.
Using the " pre-selection " keyboard, the operator can
then select the transmitter for which hie wishes to know
details of the operating performance. The preselection
keyboard also enables him to control this transmitter.

The control desk at the Bouliac transmitting station
has been designed to control remotely not just one, but
up to seven gap-filling transmitter stations. The key-
board, the pre-selection logic and the alarm system
have been constmctad on this basis. The equipment
necessary for remote control of the sound and vision
signals, and in particular the high-stability telemetry
transmitters and receivers were designed and built by
the O.R.T.F. Research Department. The data tmns-
mission equipment was manufactured by the La Signa-
lisation company, laccording to O.R.T.'F. Research
Department specifications. We hope to publish an article
describing the equipmient utilised i'n (his installation
and its operation ia more detail, in a future issue of
the E.B.U. Review.

Synchronous operation of television tape-
machines. - The O.R.T.F. has introduced a system
enabling a television tape-machine and sound tape-

Sound tape-machine associated with the system for synchronis-
ation by means of counting, enabling it to work synchronously

.with a television tape-machine.

(O. R. T. F. photo)

machine or two television tape-ffl'achines to be operated
syndi'ronously with eaoh other, so that the two tapes
keep exactly in step. At present, this technique meets
a requirement in sound mixing ; when the video com-
poruent of a programme is recorded, (he accompanying
sound is sometimes incomplete, and it is 'thus necessary
to reproduce the sound signal and mix it again in a
control room, so that the definitive version can be

recocded on a temporary medium.
Previously, this te'mpomry medium was a 50. 8-mm

(2-incfa) ta.pe Whicih a seooad television tape-machine
transported syndironously with the master recording.
Now, a 6. 25-mm (l^-i'ach) tape is utilised instead,
providing two tracks ; one each for the progra.n-tme and
the synchmnising signal. la the second stage, this tape
is .repF aduced synchronously with the television pro-
gramme tape, and the sound signal teansferred to the
latter.

The synchronous operation is controlled by the
apparatus for synohronisation by counting whiah utilises
the field synchroaisiag pulses of the television wave-
form. This equipment has been designed and constructed
by the O.R. T. F. Research Department.

GERMANY

New W. D. R. Regional Production Centre at
Dortmund. - The main structural work on the
construction of a Regional Production Centre by the
Wesfcd'eutscher Rundfunk at Dortmund, which had
been begun in July, 1968, wfas completed in April, 1969.

This television and sound broaidoasting studio-centre
is sited some 3. 3 km to the south of the town and,
when complete, will have a volume of 16 200 m3 on

a site of 7840 m2. The engineering &nd programme-
production departments will be housed in the same
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building, arranged as follows : on the ground floor,
the geaecal services ; on the first floor, the administmtive
and news .departments ; on the second floor, the sound
programme department, on the third floor, the television
programme 'department.

The Studios will be accommodated in single-storey
buildings conneoted to the main building. The plans
provide for one souad-broa'dcasring studio, suitable for
the production of dramatic progcammes. Two talks
studios for looal news-bullletins 'and for regional contri-
buti'ons to the main Cologne programme are also pro-
vided for. The Televisio'n Service will have a studio of
about 120 m2. It is hoped that the new Centre will be

ready for operations by the summer of 1970.

S.W.F. 's local news centre at Ludwigshafen.
The Siidwiestfunk has just opened a local studio-centre
at Ludwigshafen, in the Palati'n'ate, for the production
of sound and television actuality prognammes. The
l40^m2 complex contains three suites : an interview

studio containing a Polaroid camera for producing
plhotographs rapidly, an apparatus room provided with
a simple control desk and audio tape-machine and a
small film room. The actuality pictures are tcansmitted
over D. B..P. circuits to the M'ainz or Baden-Baden main
production centres. The oom'plex was taken into service
in September, 1968.

Rebroadcast transmitter supplied by means
of a fuel cell. - One of Hessischer Rundfunk's
television transposers has already been energi'sied for
more than nine thousand hours by means of a fuel
cell. The transmitter 'in question is at Ruppertshain in
the Taunus Mcxintai'ns, and it 'has been broadcasting
the A.R.D. 'First Television Brogramme iin Channel '11
since early i'n 1968. The fuel cell is a prototype fed by
bottled hydrogen and oxygen, and supplies 100 W at
12 V, DC. It makes possible unattended operation for
three months ; the period of unattended operation
coutd be extended without difficulty by increasing the
capacity of bhe fuel containers. The cell operates in
the open, wiithout protection, aad can woi?k in tempera-
tunes "ranging from - 35° to + 55'° C, without change
in the power or voltage. It weighs about 125 kg and
its dimensions ace 66 X 48 X ll'O cm.

New active receiving aerial. - An active
receiving 'aerial covering a flange from 100-156 M.Hz
has been designed jointly by the Munich Technical Uni-
versify and the Rohde & Schwarz company, of Munich.
Measurements and trials carried out to date have given
sabisfactory results. The advantages of aerials of this
type are their low noise, good performance as regards
intermodulation, insensitivity to lightning and, in
general, to bad weather, as well as being small in size.

The aerial is designed as follows : beneath a disk
of .diameter 30 cm there as a metal cylinder containing
a solid-state amplifier, which is connected to the disk
aibove it through a tuned circuit consisting of capadtors
of small capacitance. The disk is itself protected by
two metal bits, connected to earth and rigidly fixed
to the eartfa-screen. The amplifier power supply is fed
to it by means of the same coaxial cable, inside the

Discharge test of an active receiving aerial in the HV labora-
tones at the Munich Technical University.

(Rohde & Schwarz photo)

support-tube, wlhich oonveys the amplified RF signal.
In case of a diirect lightning stroke, the discharge

current is carried by the two metal bars, and there
is no magnetic field inside the cylinder contain-
ing the solid-state amplifier. If the lightning strikes the
ground 'near the aerial, again there is no discharge
through the amplifier.

The passive part of the aerial, that is to say, the
upper disk, known as the " mof ", is designed so as
to act as a bandpass filter for the specified frequency
bands ; there is consequiendy no need to i'ntroduce any
separate filters between this passive element and the
amplifier.

Even when using a long feeder, [introducing con-
siderable attenuation between the aerial and the
receiver, reception is said to 'remain sarisfactory, because
of the gain of the solid-state amplifier.

Broadcasting Exhibition. - The 1969 German
Broaidcasti'ng Exhibition will be held from 29th August
to 7th September, at Stuttgart. The A. R.D. and the
Z.D.F. will operate jointly a colour-television studio
having a stage of about 750 m2, with seating for an

audience of 'about 1500 on an area of 875 m2. The

Exhibition itself will cover an area of 42 000 m2,

arranged in fifteen halls, where some 120 exhibitors
will display their products.

Meeting of the Fernsehtechnische Cesell-
schaft. - The next meeting of the F.T. G. will be
held at Bremen from 7th to 9th October, 1969.

Television in Eastern Germany. - A second
television programime will be broadcast, beginning on
3rd October, 1969, i'n Eastern Germany. The trans-
mission schedule will be twenty-one hours weekly,

including four hours in colour, and it will be broad-
cast on UHF by stations at B'erii'n, Dresden, Dequede
and, for colour only, Schweri'n. The colour programmes,
using SECAM III-B standards, will take place on
Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays.

ITALY

Mobile film processor. - Until recently the
film processing vehides utilised by the RAI required
to be connected to an external water supply before use,
so that (he washing operatioiis during and after proces-
sing could be performed. This requirement has been
found to be a serious disadvantage, since it restricts the
choice of sites where these vehicles may be used.

To eliminate this p'robl'em, the RAI has desigaed a
vehicle which can be made completely iadep'endent of
water supplies. This design has been possible due to
the use of Maurer developing equipment : the " Matic
153 M ", suitable only for processing l6-mm negative
fiim, does not in fact utilise any stage of washing in
running water. The ahemioal process performed in this
equipment consists of a single combined developing and
fixing bath fdllowed by a rapid stop-bath without a
final wash. The stability of film treated in this way 'is
sufficient to allow it to be used up to 10 days later.
If the materi'al is to be retained longer, it should be
passed through a normal fixing bath.

In this system, the film may be scanned for broad-
casting within a very short time. The equipment is very
simple, and can be operated in daylight, by the use of
30-m and 120-m magazines. The average productio-a
Speed is approximately 150 m/hour, depending on the
diemicals and types of film used.

The small size of processing madhines of this type
makes it possible to install two in a van (suoh as the
Laacia Superjolly) (Fig. 1), in which the bodywork

has been specially adapted to permit editing facilities
to be ins'tail'led also.

As can be seen in Fig. 2, the two processors have been
mounted symmetrically on the two sides of the vehicle,
and a hood fitted above them to extract fhe hot a'i'f

arising from the d'rymg appamtus.
The editing facilities are installed directly behind

the driving cabin. They may be separated from the
developers by a black curtain, so that the maga2ines
may be loaded while editing is i'n progress. The editing
desk and the fil'm-rcwinding disk can bie seen in the

centre of the photograph. The editing disk, which was
built by the Italian firm " Intercine " to specifications
issued by the RAI, is able to transport up to four films
in ieither direction at normal speed (25 fr'ames/s) or at
double speed. Soun'd tracks recofded on magnetic stripes,
or on separate l6-mm film can be reproduced also. The
shelves visible in the photograph are used to store the
photographic chemioalls and editing m'aterials.

It is also possible to adapt the vehide to accommo-
date portable equipment for transferring sound tracks
on 6.25-'mm 'tapes to perforated magnetic film.

Changes in the management of the RAI.
As the result of an error in translation, the news item
published on p. 128 of E.B.U. Review No. 115-A is
partly moorrect.

Mr. L. Paoliccfa'i has in fact become Mianaging Direc-
tor in place of Mr. Granzotto. Mr. E. Bernabei
remains the Director-General of the RAI.

Fig. 1 (above). - The RAI's rapid film-processing vehicle.
(Trevisio photo)

Fig. 2 (opposite). - Interior of the film-processing vehicle. In the
foreground are the developing machines ; the editing desk is
on the left at the rear.
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JAPAN

Development of the N. H. K. st-andards-conver-
f-er. - It will be recalled that on the occasion of the
d'emonstmtions* of 525/60 (NTSC) : 625/50 (PAL)
conversion in London in January, 1969, arranged by the
Conversion Sub-group of E.B.U. Working Party M, the
Nippon Hoso Kyohai presented tapes of signals con-
verted by means of an experimental converter whose
development was then nearing oomplebion The results
demonstrated were neverth'eless consid'ered promising.
The development model of the converter has recently
been completed and demonstations of conversion m
boitfa senses between 525/60 (NTSC) and 625/50 (PAL
and SBCAM) were given in Tokyo at the beginning of
June, 1969, attended by riepresentati'ves of the Japanese
Telecommunication Admmistration, the K.D.D. (Japan-
ese oversea telecommunication authority) and the Na-

* reported in H.B.U. Review No. 113-A (February, 1969),
pp. 51-52.

tiona'l Association of Commierdal Bfoaidcasters. A similar
demonstration was arranged for M:r. G. Hansen, Dir'ector
of the E. B.U. Technicail Centre, when be visited Tokyo
recently. The general opinion was that the quality of
the converted pictures is very goo'd.

The principle of functioning is based upon the use of
a switchabk cascade of del'ay devices, and the develop-
ment mddel demonstoated in Tokyo still retai'ned the
shortcoming of the 'ex'p'erim.ental model used fo'r the
London demonstnations, in that the scanni'ng of the
converted signal is necessarily syndhronised with that
of the input signal, whereas oper'ationially i't is almost
essential that it should be possiible to synchronise the
output signal with the other local picture sources. At
present this involves tape-reoor'ding and repr'oductioa
Development work is, however, already well advanced
on a design whioh will pr'ovi'de the necessary flexibility,
and it is expected that its development will be complete
in tiime for the EXPO-70 in Japan next year.

The development model of the N.H.K. stan-
dards-converter, providing conversion with
transcoding in either direction between the
525/60 (NTSC) and 625/50 (PAL and SE-

CAM) television signals.

(N. H. K. photo)

KENYA

Growth of the Kenya Institute of Mass Com-
munication. - The final stage of the construction
of a fully-equipped training centre for broadcasting
staff was recently completed when the so'un'd and tele-
vision studios of the Kenya Institute of Mass Commu-
nication were offid'ally opened. The Institute, which
started in tempora.ry accommodation in July, 19'65, was
set up under the first five-year development plan of
the Kenya Government, in order to provide qualifred
staff to take the place of European specialists returning
to their faom'e countries 'and to meet the needs of
expanding operations. A former Chief Engineer of the
Voice of Kenya, M;r. R.G. Davey, directed the Institute
from its foundation until his retirement in July, 1969.

The permanent bui'ld'ings, whose foundation stone
was laid in October, 1967, occupy a 2-hectare site in
the suAuirbs of Nairobi. They include offices and
classrooms as well as the studios and a film theatre in
a single block 'having a surface area of 1100 m2, and

there are separate laboratories and a common-room for
teaching staff. Future 'expansion will add an adminis-
tration building, five more liaiboratories and residential
accommodation for a hundned students. The technical
facilities in the new studios and their control rooms,
sudi 'as the sound and television flaipe-rieoording equi'p-
meat, will enable students to obtain experience under
realistic conditions.

Fifty-two students are 'attending courses at present ;
ten in each of the four years of the Engineering course,
and two classes of six are atten'ding the Technical
Operations course. The completion of the studios will
enable an a'd'ditionial severaty-two trainees in sound and
teldvision pro'ducfcion and assodated subjects to be
accepted. The teaching staff will total fifteen, including
seven lecturers responsible for the Production courses.

Other functions undertaken by the Institute are the
provision of revision and supplementary tr'ainmg for

employees of broadcasting organisations and the duties
of an examining body in issuing certifica. tes of ability
to those students qudlifyi'ng for them.

Although itbe Institute is iatenided primarily for
broadcasting staff, persons following certain other
occupations may benefit from a hnowledge of modern
communication technology. For this reason, the introduc-

tioa of courses in aud'io-visual techniques for school-
teachers and agrioultucal advisers is now being coosi-
diered. The value of the present courses in meeting
African needs has already been appredaited beyond the
frontiers of Kenya, aiad applications have been received
from students in several other countries wishing to
attend them in the coming months.

NETHERLANDS

The VARA's new concert studio. - On
3rd May, 1969, the new concert h'all constmcted for
VARA wias officially inaugurated in the presence of the
Dutch Minister of Culture. This hall is to be the home

of the Philharmoaic Orchestra, -^hiah is the prindpal
broadcasting orchestra in the NeUh'erlands. An interior
view of the new buil'drng is reproduced in Fig. 1.

The hall oan acconamodate an audience of 400, and its
stage is large enough to take a chorus of 180. The
acoustic 'design has received partiaular attendon. Pa.aels
of five different thicknesses have been attached to the
walls ; th,ey also fulfil an archifcectural function. A
reflecting screen has been suspended over the stage,
to 'd'iredt the sound towards the audience. Microphone
booms project through the screen ; they may be adjusted
from behind it.

The 'average reverberation time of the hall, which
has a volume of 7350 m3, is 1.9 s. The seating is

arranged in tiers, thus ensuring that all members of
fche audience 'have a dear view of the stage. Technical
facilities include a sound conitro'l 'room, a recording
oubide, three echo rooms, 'an announcer's booth, and
several dressing rooms a'ad rehearsal 'areas. The whole
of tihe stia.ge can be seen from the so'und control 'room.
All equipment is suitable for stereophonic operation.

Fig. 1. - Interior view of the VARA's new concert studio.
The control room can be seen at the rear on the fight. The
directional loudspeakers are mounted in front of the reflecting

screen. (Studio-AP photo)

The air-conditioning and heating installations are in
the basement. In order to satisfy 'the needs of sound
broadcasting, particulariy targe ventilation ducts fitted
wi til noise 'absorbent material have been utilised.

The stereophonic . equipment was designed in dose
collaboration with the N. O.S. Research Department. It
is similar to that which has 'recently been installed in
other studios. Fig. 2 shows the stereophonic sound desk.

Fig. 2. - Stereophonic sound-control desk designed by the
N. O. S.

(J. H. C. Vermeulen photo)

It provides 16 micfo'phone channels, and may be
expanded by the addition of a mobile mixer with
8 Inputs. Tape or disk reprodudag equipment may also
be connected to it.

A public address system may be operated from the
sound control room. To 'avoiid interference to the sfcudio

microphones, an arcay of id'i rection. al loudspeakers has
been installed in front of the reflecting screen, and
extra loudspea'kers may be provided lamong the audience
also.

So that the acoustic characteristics of the hall could
be studied before its construction was started, a model
at one-tentfa scale was built : frequenaiies were ten times
higher than normal, 'and model i'astniments and spec-
tators were one-tenth Ufe-size. Very small loudspeakers
arud capacitor microphones were used ; Fig. 3 shows
the interior of this scale model, with the " conductor
and several " musicians ".

With the help of this model, the Teverber'arion time,
the diffusion and clarity of sound, and a'nnoyiag echos
were shidled. The model was also used for subjective
j'udgemerits ; recordings were made in free space without
acoustic pre-conditioning, various instruments or
group's of mstmmeats being recorded on sepanate tracks.
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Fig. 3. - The interior of the 1/lOth scale model of the hall.

(LAB photo)

SWEDEN

World Ice-Hockey Championship. - Sveriges
Radio utilised colour-tel'evision oamefas for its oo-verage
of the World Ice-Hockey Championship which was
held in Stocikfoolm from 15th to 30th March 1969. As
S.R. does not yet have any colour outs'id'e-broadcast
vehicles, the equipment which had been supplied for
the Stoddiolm Television Centre wsd which had not
yet been installed there was used instead. The following
equipment was installed for the occasion :
a) a complete video installation with four colour ca-

meras ;

b) four radio-relay links from the ice-stadium to the
Television Centre ;

c) a slow-motion television tape-maciiine, and a colour
sync. pulse generator, hired specially ;

d) spedal lighting equipment ;
e) facilities for 25 commentators.

After tnansposition to frequencies ten times
'higher, the reaordings were reproduoed by minia-
tare loudspeakers within the 'model. The high-
frequency sound diffused by the various surfaces
in the model was then re-transposed back to the
original frequency range, and reproduced through
head-phones. The effect was that of being in the
ball. This method was used iat various locations
within the model in .or'der to evaluate reflections

at different frequencies.
Reduction of bandwidth transmitted on

MF. - Following the news item published on
this subject in E.B.U. Review No. 115-A (p. 129),
it should also be reported that, as well as Hilver-
sum III, two other transmitters have been equipped
since 1'st July, 1969 with a filter reducing the
bandwidth acooFding to the diamcteristic reprod-
uoed in that issue. They 'are Hilwrsum I, trans-
mitting on 746 kHz, and Hilversum II, on
1007 kHz.

Overall view of the stadium showing the three lighting gantries.
(Sveriges Radio photo)

Key lighting

Fill-in lighting

Section through the ice-hockey stadium used for the
world championship matches, showing the position of

the lighting gantries.

Three cameras were equipped with Varotal
IX zoom lenses and one with a Varotal XVI

lens. All four cameras could be controlled by
a single technican. Two vidicoa camems were
used for captions indicating the teams and
results, etc.

The original lighting arrangements consisted
of two gantries, 15m above the ice-rink, with
lumina'ires beaming straight down, and produc-
ing 400 lux. In order to increase the intensity,
and to eliminate the players' shadows arising
with this installation, S.R. installed supplemen-
tary lighting which provided key illumination
for the cameras. The n'ew luminaires were

mounted on an extra gantry, and together with
the original installation adequate iatensi'ty was
obtained without any reflected light reaching
the spectators. To eli'mi'n'ate the shadows in
(he corners which might imislead the players,
five 2-kW spotlights with 4° beams were
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directed along the sides of the field. All lumia-
aires used 2-kW tungsten-halogen lamips with a
short lifetime (200 hours). The total of 120 light
sources harving an aperture of 36" provided a uru-
form lumi'nous intensity of 1700 lux throughout the
fink with a colour temiperaiture of 3100'° K. The natural
colouring of (he ide was not altered.

The camera output signals were fed to a six-chanael
mixer, from which they were relayed to the Television
Centre, six kilometres away. The output from the slow-
motion television tape-macfaine was sent back to the
control room at the ice-riink, where a two-chanael mixer
enabled the ahoiae to be m.ade 'between the live signal
and the recordings. The live signals were also recorded

at the TelCTi'sioa Centre so that they might be broad-
oast again later, with additional slow-motion inserts if
desired.

Collaboration between film and television
experts. - Experts from film and television circles
in the four Scandin'avian countries (Denmark, Finland,
Nonway and Sweden) meet periodically under the
auspices of an organisation know as the " Nordic Film
and T. V. Union " (NFTU) , w'hen they can discuss
corumoa problems, p'articularly technical informatiion
and training, as well as ston'dardisation and the training
of iproduction staff.

UNITED KINGDOM

B. B. C. Television Service's new television
tape transmission area in service. - Suite No. 2
in fhe B. 'B.C. 's new television (ape transmission area at
the Television Centre, London, was brought into ser-
vice reoeatly, followed a few weeks later by Suite No. 1.

The complete area comprises two identical suites, of
four rooms which arc utilised s'epamtely for the ma-
chines, the apparatus, their control and review purposes.
It represents a new concept in which each tele-
vision tape-machine is installed for the specific
operation of either recording, replay or editing,
whilst still being capable of universal use to a
limited extent. The whole new area, of which
each Suite forms one half, is primarily intended
to provide replay facilites for direct transmisr
sions by both B. B.C. networks ; it has limited
recording capabilities and is not equipped for
electronic editing.

Each machine room contains two of the latest

Ampex VR 2000 B machines which are a later
version of the VR 2000, and are fitted with
Amtec, Colortec and Velocity Compensator, so
providing high-quality, fully colour-synchronous
reproduction. It also contains a console on which
are mounted the recording and colour-monitor
selection push-buttons, intercom-selection swit-

ches, a vectorscope and telephones for both ma-
chines.

An interesting feature of the iasirallation concerns the
mounting of the machines themselves and the associated
consoles in the machine rooms, B'eaause of the limited
space available, it was necessary to mount them as
dose as possible to the wall, which would have rendered
rear access for maintenance purposes virtually impossible.

The television tape transmission area at the B.B.C.
Television Centre.

Above : the television tape-machine cubicle showing
the two Ampex VR 2000 B machines and the
control console.

Left : the control room, with the main control desk,
the tape-machines, and the sound and vision
monitoring facilities.

(B. B.C. photos)
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The difficulty has been overcame by m'oundng the units
on castors and providing flexible cable and ventilation
connections, thus enabling each unit to be pivotted for-
ward when rear access is required. The adjoining
control room in each suite provides good moaitonng
coaditioas and is equipped with a colour-picture moni-
tor, two monochrome-picture monitors and a control
desk on which are mounted (he control panels for the
remote control of the recorders, video, sound and
facilities routing, commuaiaations, interconnections with
the adjacent suite and a waveform monitor.

Each apparatus room, to the rear of its associated
control room, contains the bay-mounted vision and sound
equipment for the suite.

The review room, on the other side of each suite, is
a small cubide equipped with a colour monitor, control
box and waveform monitor, together with an iatercom-
set and peak-programme meter. A faigh-quality loud-
speaker is also fitted, together with a digital elapsed-
time indicator. These engineering review cubicles are
provided so that the second machine in eacfa suite can
be used independently when the first VTR and the
control room are in use.

The two suites in the new .area are arranged as mir-
ror-images, but are otherwise identical. It is inteoded
that each suite will serve one Network, replaying all
transmission tapes for it.

I.T.A. to build U. K. 's first concrete aerial
support tower. - The Independent Television
Authority is to build a 329-m high concrete aerial sup-
port tower at Emley Moor, Yorkshire to replace the
386-m tubular steel mast which collapsed last March
(see E.B.U. Review No. 114-A April 1969). To the
274-m level, the new tower will be a self-supporting
reinforced concrete structure ; this is the first time
that a high tapered concrete tower has been proposed
in the United Kingdom to carry television broadaasting
aerials. The new aerials are expected to be in use before
the end of 1970 ; in the meanwhile, Yorkshire Television
programmes will continue to be radiated from the I-r. A.
205-m lattice steel mast which was erected, as an
interim measure, in the four weeks following the
collapse of the 386-m m:ast.

The new concrete tower will have a base diameter
of 24 m tapering to 6. 1 m at the 274-m Iwel, where
there is to be an endosed room equipped as a radio-
relay link receiving station for outside broadcasts. This
will be surmounted by triangular lattice steel sections
carrying UHF and VHF aerials, .and bringiag the total
height to 329 m. The aerials will be enclosed within
glass-fibre panels. It may prove possible for these lat-
tice sections to be assembled within the base of the
tower aud then lifted in siogle operations ; this would
save up to two months i'n construction, but is thought
to be the first time that such an operation has been
proposed. The concrete towe'r and fouad'ations will
weigh more than 14,000 tons.

Although a concrete tower to this height is more
expensive than a conventional stayed mast, I.T. A.
engineers consider that it can be completed much moce

quickly thiaa the possible alternatives, and will be more
pleasing aesthetically. Constmction of the concrete
tower, at a rate of about 10 m per week, will take from
about' mid-November 1969 to about mid-June 1970 ;
the UHF aerials will then be installed and brought into
operation befo're the end of the year.

Meanwhile the iavestigatioas into the collapse of
fche Emley Moor itubular stayed mast have been con-
tinued by the Independent Committee of Inquiry in
association with the Authority's engineers and consul-
tants, but are proving a most complex teAnologioal
" detective story ". In an interim report the Committee
discounted the possibility that the mast could have
collapsed solely as a result of differential ice loading
on the stays, as had been initially thought likely As a
result, very thorough sutveys were made immediately
on tih'e two further "I.T. A. masts of this type at Winter
Hill. Lancashire and Delmont, Lincolnshire. The
examinadoas brought to light some dents and possible
structural weaknesses. Immediate Steps were taken to
strengthen the m'asts and to install further aionitoinng

Model of the new I.T.A. tower at Emley Moor, showing also
the temporaiy BBC-2 aerial mast (left), and the temporary

I.T.A. mast (right).
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instruments. In the interest of safety, it was felt
advisable, until the completion of the strengthening
alterations, to operate both stations in 'an unmanned
mode for periods of a few weeks.

To allow this to be done, temporary control and
monitoring points were established in caravans some

distance from the stations. The radiated power of the
ITV transmissions at Belmont is 20 kW (peak white)
vision, while at Winter Hill it is 100 kW (peak white)
both on the 405-line standard. VHP transmitters of

similar powers broadcasting the BBC-1 programme,
and 500-kW VHP tmnsmitters radiating the BBC-2
programme are also installed at both stations.

UNITED STATES

Development of VHF/FM sound broadcasting.
- The number of VHF/FM sound broadcasting
stations has grown from 1575 in 1966 to 1706 in 1967
and the total i'noome of those stations increased by
23 % during the year. An example of the increased
importance attached to this service by American Broad-
casters is given by the decision to appoint an engineer-
ia-charge in VHF/FM stations associated with MF
stations ; previously a single person was usually respon-
sible for the operation of both stations.

The proportion of households able to receive
VHF/FM broadcasts had readied 47 % by 1968.

SMPTE Convention. - The 106th Convention
of the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engin-
eers will be held from 28th September to 3rd October,
1969, at Los Angeles. During the first three days,
some fifty lectures will be given ; the final two days
are to be devoted to Super-8 films, and a dozen com-
munioations will be presented on this subject.

As usual, an equipment exhibition, in which some
sixty firms will participate, will be held during the
Convention.

Broadcasting stations on the high seas

Toward the end of 1968, the German press reported
the forthcoming entry into sedvice, off the coast of
the German .F'ed'eral Republic, of a new pirate trans-
mitter installed aboard the Galaxy, which had previous-
ly been utilised by (he Radio London transmitter which
closed down in August, 1967*. Tfae ship, which is
registered in Honduras, belongs to a company with
headquarters in Switzerland. It 'has been in the port
of Hamburg since the begi'nning of this year, awaiting
the completion of the transmitting equipment before
sailing.

See E.B.U. Review, No. 104-A, August 1967, p. 168.

It is unlikely that this projet will now materialise,
because on 2nd January, 1969, the German Federal
Parliament passed an Act bringing into force the terms
of the European Agreement of January 1965, aiming
at suppressing pirate broadcasting stations. This Act
prohibits any participation in the activities of broad-
casting stations on the high seas or of the ships in
which they are installed. It provides for sanctions
against any person or company supplying or maintaining
the equipment, provisioning the ship or taking any part
in the broadcasts themselves. The Act also considers

it illegal to broadcast advertising material from such
stations.

Expansion of television during 1968 A mistake has been discovered in the tables published on
pages 92 and 93 of E.B.U. Review No. 114-A, in which the
expansion of television services was compared for each country
at the end of 1967 and at the end of 1968. The number of
hours per week at the end of 1968 for the second television
programme in Federal Germany (ZDF 2) should be:

55. 20 total hours of programmes
9. 15 hours of programmes in colour

instead of the figures printed.
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(B. B. C. photo}

Every year, since the inauguration of Eurovision in
1954, there has bsen at least one internationa'l television
programme transmission which has caught the imagina-
tion of the public. The most outstanding transmissions in
1968 were "those from the Olympic Games in Mexico,
but in 1969 it is the Apollo 11 moon-landing on Mon-
day, 21st July, which will long be remembered.

The arrangements for the television coverage of this
historic occasion were basically similar to those for the
previous Apollo missions*. The programmes distributed
by Eurovision were produced by a small E.B.U team
based at the Mission Control Center at Houston, Texas,
making use of the U. S. A. network pool signals as well
as the output of its own colour cameras. This inter-
national team was led by Mr. R. Francis (B.B.C. ), as
Coordinating Producer, with M'r. J. Bouillon (O. R.T. F.)
as Coofdi'natin'g Engineer.

The pictures received from the Command Module
( " Coluimbia " ) were produced using a specially-de-
veloped field-sequential colour cameia, operating on
the 5 2 5-line 60-field system. Conversion to the standard
NTSC colour signal was performed an the ground,
using 'a 'disk store and a tape-machine to compensate for
errors in frequency due to the Doppler shift. Because
of power-supply limitations, however, the camera set
up by the astronauts on the surface of the moon was
the earlier monocfarome design, and it praduced ten
pictures per second of 320 lines each The resolution
was noticeably reduced, but was sufficient to show
clearly Commander Neil Armstrong and Lunar Module
Pilot Edwin Aldrin performing their duties, despite the
high contrast of the illumination on the lunar surface.

According to the original plans, the television signals
should have been routed across the Atlantic Ocean via
the Intelaat-III ('F2) satellite, but as this satellite became
faulty at the end of June, 1969 it was necessary to make
use of the Intelsat-III Pacific and Indian Ocean satel-
lites instead, linked via the Ibaraki and Yom;aguchi
Earth-stations in Japan. This path i'ntroduced a delay

* See E.B.U. Review No. 113-A, p. 44.

Live transmission from the Moon,
as seen by European viewers.

Televised broadcast of

the Apollo 11 operation

of approximately 0. 5 second, and special arrangements
had to be made to retard the sound channels, routed via
the transatlantic telephone cables, in order to retain
synchronisation. The European Earth-station was nor-
mally Goonhilly, so as to minimise the terrestrial distance
to the B. B. C. eledtfonic colour standards converter in
London, but the Barth-station at Raisting was also used
on 'a num'ber of occasions.

Each of the twenty-three European and North African
Members of the E.B.U. linked by the terrestrial Euro-
vision aetwor'ks received some or 'all of the twenty-eight
multilateral transmissions having a total duration of
more than twenty hours. The signals were also relayed
via the Interviision network to seven countries in

Eastern Europe. Fourteen E.B.U. Members made use of
the colour programmes, although only half that number
'have as yet officially started colour broadcasting. Despite
the distance of more than 500 000 km covered by the
colour signal (which thus set 'a new 'record), and the
several transcoding processes to which it was submitted,
fully satisfactory reception was reported in Europe.

Public interest in the mission reached a climax in the
early hours of Monday, 21st July, when the astronauts
first set foot on the lunar surface. At 0300 GMT, the
live transmission was being watched by so many
viewers that electrical power consumption was reported
to be exceptionally high in m'any European towns.

An attempt was made to launch a .replacement
Intelsat-III telecommunication satellite into the mid-
Atlantic position in time for it to be used in relaying
the " splash down ", but this was unsuccessful. In
consequence, the live broadcast of the astronauts' arrival
aboard the aircraft carrier USS Hornet and the speech
of welcome by President Nixon were transmitted by
the same route as for the earlier stages of the mission,
except that a transportable Earth-station had been erected
aboard the Hornet to provide the initial link to Houston.
This is believed to be the first time that broadcast
television signals have been relayed 'by three Intelsat
satellite links in tandem.
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ABSTRACTS AND REVIEWS

Under this heading we shall mention, in each number, recent publications and a selection of articles published
in technical perwd'tcals which seem to us to be of real mterest to sound and television broadcasting engme.ers. We
[ , l^est,n, ct °^selves to stvms' m a very concise -jorm, an idea of the contents, at the same time indicating its

technical level by means of the following symbols.
Level A : articles requiring a knowledge of advanced mathematics or considerable other specialised knowledge on

the fart of the reader.

Level B : articles corresponding in technical level to the average engineer's traming.
Level C : articles that do not call for any very special technical knowledge an the part of the reader.

It must be emphasised that this classification refers uniquely to the degree o-f di-f-fi cutty of understanding
the articles, and in no way the value of the articles as such. the mention of an article under this beading should
not be taken as indicating in any way the E. B. U. 's opinion on the matter in question.

(Editor)

Some noteworthy articles

Bernanek, L.L. : Audience and chair absorption in large
halls. II.

The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, No. 1,
1969, pp. 13-19.
Level B.

Describes three methods of calculating acoustic absorption :
the equivalent sound-absorption coefficient, the absorption per
unit of floor area, the absorption per person. Results of these
measurements.

Walliser, K. (Munich Technical University) : Uber die
Abhan9i9keiten der Tonhohenempfindung von Sinustonen
vom Schallpegel, von iiberlagertem drosselndem Storschall
and von der Darbietungsdauer (On the relation between
the apparent pitch of sinusoidal tones and their loudness,
the superposed masking sound and the duration of the
observation).
Acustica, No. 4, 1969, pp. 211-221.

Level B.

Experimental study of the factors, apart from frequency,
which affect the subjective sensation of the pitch of a sinusoid-
al tone. Systematic and reproduceable variations of up to half
a musical tone.

Shorter, D.E.L. and Mansion, W.I. (B.B.C. ) : The automatic
control of sound signal level in broadcasting sftidios.
B.B.C. Engineering Division Monograph, No. 77, March
1969.

Level B.

Examination of the problems involved in the automatic re-
gulation of the volume of sound programmes, in particular in
ensuring that the operation is sufficiently unobtrusive. Funda-
mental limitation due to the impossibility of predicting chan-
ges in levels and the regulation of high, low and intermediate
signal levels are discussed with reference to various charac-
teristic curves and programme types. Survey of prospects for
future developments.

Bader, K.O. and Blesser, B.A. : Bin Kompressorsystem mit
variablen Eigenschaften und Pulsdauennodulation (An
adjustable compressor for pulse-width modulation).
Radio Mentor Electronic, No. 12, December 1968, pp, 865-
868, No. 1, January 1969, pp. 31-34.

Level B.

Basic design of a dynamic compressor, suitable for stereo-
phony. Static and dynamic characteristics adjustable over a
wide range and adaptable to the nature of the programme,
thanks to automatic gain controls included in the limiter and
compressor.

Leuthold, P. (E.T.H., Zurich) : Das Abfasttheorem als
Hilfsmittel zur anschaulichen Darstellung der Theorie
der Einseitenbandmodulation (The sampling theorem as
a means of visual presentation of the theory of single
sideband modulation).
Nachnchtentechnische Zeitschrift, No. 2, February, 1969,
pp. 65-69.

Level A.

Treatment of the theory of SSB on the basis of the presenta-
tion as the sum of functions of time having a limited band-
width. Consequences on methods of modulation.

Egidi, C. (IENGF, Turin) and Oberto, P. (CSELT,
Turin) : Modulation enveloppes. Tables of contours and
harmonic components.
Alta Frequenza (English edition), No. 5, May 1969,

Level B.

Tables for calculating AM envelopes subject to distortion,
completing the earlier articles on the same subject by these
authors.
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van der Plaats, J. (Eindhoven Technical University) :
The power spectrum of a video signal.
NTZ Communications Journal, No. 5, May 1969, pp. 292-
296.

Level A.

Recapitulation of the autocorrelation function. Contributions
of the parallel lines of the picture, which belong to the same
f. eld. on the one hand, or to two different fields, on the other

hand. Power spectrum of the 625-line system. Distribution of
the power as a function of the structure of the picture.

Gralen, K. (Goteborg Technical University) : Die Bildab-
tastung mit Zeilensprung der Ordnung funf (Fivefold
interlaced scanning).
Archiv der Elektrischen Ubertragung, No. 5, May 1969,
pp. 258-260.

Level A.

Theoretical study of the spectrum of the signal correspond-
ing to a picture scanned with fivefold (instead of double)
interlacing, which should lead to a substantial increase in the
information transmitted without requiring a wider frequency
band or giving rise to flicker. Condition for proper aperture
correction.

Kante, H. (F.T. Z. ) : Verfahren zur Ubertragung einzelner
Fernsehbilder auf normalen Fernsprechleitungen (A
method of transmitting individual television pictures over
an ordinary telephone circuit).
Fernmelde-Praxis, No. 6, 25th March, 1969, pp. 230-
233.

Level B.

The information is stored on a magnetic disk rotated, in re-
cording, at high speed and, in reproduction, at a much lower
speed (e.g. one-thousandth of the recording speed), which
provides the necessary reduction of the bandwith required.

Shorter, D.E.L,, Chew, J.R., Howorth, D. and Sanders,
J.R. (B. B. C. ) : Pulse-code modulation for high-quality
sound-signal distribution.
B.B.C. Engineering Division Monograph No. 75,
December, 1968.

Level B.

The application of pulse-code modulation techniques to
transmission is discussed, with particular reference to comp-
lability with existing p. c. m. systems used for telephony. Various
coding and decoding techniques are compared, and the ad-
vantages of the utilisation cf compression are examined.
The incorporation of the sound component of a television pro-
gramme in the form of a p. c.m. signal inserted in the syn-
chronising pulses of the video waveform is described, and the
design procedure for a system providing an effective bandwidth
of 14 kHz and signal-to-noise ratio of 70 dB is outlined.

Kersten, R. (Siemens) : Femsehiibertragung mit Pulscode-
modulation (Television transmission by coded-pulse
modulation).
Fernseh- und Kino-Technik, No. 5, 1969, pp. 139-141.

Level C.

Specific requirements for coding television signals. Descrip-
tion of a coding device. Possible application.

Hiischemenger, R. (Osram) : Moderne Lichtquellen fiir
Film, Photo und Fernsehen (Modern light-sources for
film, photography and television).
Fernseh- und Kino-Technik, No. 4, 1969, pp. 106-110.

Level C.

Details of manufacture and utilisation of the types of halo-

gen filament lamps at present on the market. Recent trends
(use of bromine, annealed glass, low-voltage supply, miniatur-
isation). Reasons for certain operational instructions.

Kiigler, I. (Osram) : Entwicklungstendenzenvon^ntla-
dungslampen fiir Projektion und Farbfemsehen (Trends
in the design of discharge lamps for projection and colour
television).
Fernseh- und Kino-Technik, No. 4, 1969, pp. 111-114.

Level C.

Details of manufacture and utilisation of modern discharge

lamps : xenon, halogen, metallic-vapour, short-arc and long-arc
lamps. Operational use.

Schulze, A. (Saarlandischer Rundfunk) : Betriebserfahrungen
mit Farbfemsehmaterial (Operational experience with
colour-television material).
Fernseh- und Kino-Technik, No. 5, 1969, pp. 145-146.

Level C.

Some problems encountered in obtaining consistent copies
with the film-stocks at present on the market.

Wood, C.B.B. (B.B.C. ) : Some considerations in the tele-
vision broadcasting of color-film.
Journal of the SMPTE, No. 4, April 1969, pp. 256-260.

Level B.

Examination of the characteristics of the film and reprodu-

cing equipment liable to lead to unsatisfactory televising of
colour films : the film, camera and film-scanner contrast, the
film and display-tube whites, the colour-analysis in the film-
scanner, the colour saturation. Possible means of correction :
variation of the film-scanner gamma, standardisation of film-
scanners, electronic masking.
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Quinn, S.F. (Canadian Broadcasting Corporation) : An
engineering approach to color telecine - Introduction,
Journal of the SMPTE, No. 3, March 1969, p. 137.

Level C.

Description of the problems encountered when scanning co-
lour films. Statement of three criteria leading to better colour
reproduction from the film-scanner and more consistent ap-
praisal of films intended for televising. These criteria have
been put into practice and are described in the three articles
mentioned below.

Quinn, S. F. (Canadian Broadcasting Corporation) : Film

Journal of the SMFTE, No. 3, March 1969, pp. 138-140.

Level B.

Advantages of a viewing room for appraising films intended
for televising in colour. Details of the viewing room designed
by the C.B.C. (and since then taken into operational service) :
it contains essentially a projection screen of the same size as
the screen of an average receiver, with an illuminated white
surround for ensuring the adaptation of the eye to a constant
reference white. These principles are at present under study
by E. B.U. Sub-group G3 with a view to international standard-
isation.

McRae, D. H. (Canadian Broadcasting Corporation) : High-
quality color rendition in color telecine.
Journal of the SMPTE, No. 3, March 1969, pp. 140-145.

Level B.

Study of the photometric characteristics of a film-scanner
suitable for televising colour-films in the optimum fashion,
complying with the criterion adopted by the C. B. C. for ob-
jectively defining the quality of the scanning : identical bright-
ness and chromaticity of the picture obtained by optical projec-
tion at 6500°K and that displayed on the picture-monitor.

Corley, F. D.E. (D. 6 S. Corley Ltd. ) : Color telecine

Journal of the SMPTE, No. 3, March 1969, pp. 145-148.

Level B.

Description of three types of test-slides designed by Cana-
dian manufacturers on the basis of a C. B.C. specification : one
slide has a five-step grey-scale obtained by colorants, a second
has six colour-bars and the third has a silvered pattern of five
black squares on a white ground, used for detecting stray light
in the film-scanner chain. Method of manufacture and instruc-

tions for use.

Progress Committee Report for 1968.
Journal of the SMFTE, No. 5, May 1969, pp. 315-362.

Level C.

Summary of progress accomplished during 1968 in the
various parts of the film and television world. New equipment
placed on the market and new techniques employed in the
United States in the following field : studio lighting ; films,
both negative and positive ; processing and editing of films ;
camera lenses ; magnetic recording of sound and picture ; use
of 8-mm film ; cameras and projectors for 16-mm and 35-mm
film ; high-speed cinematography ; design and operation of
cameras in artificial satellites ; the development of television
cameras, outside-broadcast and transmitting equipment, in par-
ticular for colour television. Expansion of the Eurovision net-
work and operations. Development of the cinema and, to a
large extent, television in various countries. 147 bibliograph-
ical references to documentation published during the year on
the development of this technology.

Wintringham, W.T. (SMPTE) : Report on the Color

Journal of the SMPTE, No. 4, April 1969, pp. 280-282.

Level C.

Summaries of papers read at the second meeting of this
working party of the Joint Committee on Intersociety Coordi-
nation, whose creation was reported in B.B.U. Review No. 113-
A. Results of trials carried out at Chicago under the aegis of
the Committee with the objective of determining the subjective
effect, on the picture reproduced on an ordinary receiver, of
variations of each of the characteristics of a colour signal, with-
in the limits permitted by the F. C. C. regulations.

Lord, A.V. (B.B.C. ) : Future trends in television broadcast
engineering.
The Radio and Electronic Engineer, No. 6, June 1969,
pp. 323-328.

Level B.

Survey of likely and desirable developments in television
broadcast engineering during the next decade. Reference to
overall objectives, camera technology, film and tape machines,
studio centres, transmission systems, and the domestic receiver.

Mangenda, D. (Radio-Television Congolaise) : Radio-
Television Nationale Congolaise.
RCA Broadcast News, No. 141, March 1969, pp. 27-31.

Level C.

Brief description of studio and transmission facilities of the
Radio-Television Nationale Congolaise television service in
Kinshasa, Democratic Republic of the Congo.
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Casabianca, M. (O. R.T. F. ) : Le Central Nodal Son TV
de 1'U.E.R. aux Jeux Olympiques de Mexico (The E.B.U.
Television Sound Control Centre at the Mexico City
Olympic Games).
Revue Fran^aise de Radiodiffusion et de Television,
No. 9, 1969, pp. 93-96.

Level C.

Detailed description of the centre equipped by the O.R.T.F.,
supplementary to the details given in the general article on the
Olympic Games by A. Riccomi, published in E.B.U. Review
No. 113-A.

Crowell, M.H. and Labuda, E. P. (Bell Telephone Labs,
U. S.A. ) : The silicon diode array camera tube.
The Bell System Technical Journal, No. 5, May-June 1969,
pp. 1481-1528.

Level B.

Description of a new electronic television camera tube in-
tended for closed-circuit applications, but also suitable, with
modifications, for broadcast purposes. The image-sensing tar-
get of the camera consists of a planar array of reverse-biased
silicon photodiodes, which are scanned by a low-energy elec-
tron beam. Details of experimental results demonstrating the
good spectral response, high efficiency and absence of lag.

Kohler, A. (Robert Bosch, Berlin) : Technik des Kabel-
femsehens in den USA und Kanada (Television cable-
distribution practice in the United States and Canada).
Funk-Technik, No. 7, 1969, pp. 242-244 and No. 8, 1969,
pp. 281-283.

Level E.

Types of aerials used for reception. Switching equipment
in the distribution centres. Processing of the vision and sound
signals. Types of distribution cables used. Characteristics of
the distribution amplifiers. Connection of several amplifiers
in cascade. Characteristics of the equalisers. Some figures for
the quality parameters.

Meinke, H.H. (Munich Technical University) : Aktive
Empfangsantennen (Active receiving aerials).
Internationale Elektronische Rundschau, No. 6, 1969,
pp. 141-144.

Level B.

Possibilities of reducing the side of receiving aerials, without
reducing the bandwidth, by " integrating " them in solid-state
amplifiers. Effect on the signal-to-noise ratio, which can be
improved compared with the case of passive aerials, and on the
intermodulation, which can be adequately reduced with a well-
designed aerial. (See news-item on this subject page 174 of this
issue of the E. B.U. Review.)

Riedel, K.H. and Heidorn, G. (N. D.R. ) : Ein neuer Farb-
Magnetaufzeichaungswagen des Norddeutschen Rund-
funks (The N.D.R. 's new colour-television tape-
recording vehicle).
Rundfunktechnische Mitteilungen, No. 3, June 1969,
pp. 116-122.

Level B.

Complete description of the vehicle, which has been in
service since November, 1968.

Remy, M. and Mignot, L. (O. R.T. F. ) : Synchronisation des
equipements de television par un signal de base unique
decodabk par circuits logiques sequentiels (The synchro-
nisation of television equipment by means of a single
basic signal decodable by sequential logic-circuits).
Revue Fran^aise de Radiodiffusion et de Television,
No. 9, 1969, pp. 63-70.

Level B.

Reasons for the choice of the basic signal, consisting of
positive- and negative-going 300-ns pulses. Principe of en-
coding. Functioning of the decoder in the case of an ordinary
line. of an active line without burst and of the field-blanking.
Construction of the decoder.

Tan, S.L. (Philips, Eindhoven) : Versuchs-Farbfemsehka-
mera mit Miniahir-Plumbiconrohren (An experimeatal
colour-television camera using a miniature Plumbicon
tube).
Fernseh- and Kino-Technik, No. 4, 1969, pp. 103-105.

Level C.

Design of the tube, in which the image is scanned by a
combined optico-electronic system, over an area of 8.4 X 6.3
mm. Description of the camera, whose dimensions are similar
to those of a 16-mm film-camera ; it weighs 3 kg.

,,^

Brown, E.F. (Bell Telephone Laboratories) : Television;
The subjective effects of filter ringing transients.
Journal of the SMPTE, No. 4, April, , 1969, pp. 249-255.

Level B.

Steep cut-off low-pass filters can cause, on the response
to a square wave, a " ringing " oscillation on both sides of the
transition, which may increase its amplitude and thus improve
the contrast and sharpness of the picture. Experiments have
led to the opinion that the optimum ring should have an am-
plitude of the first peak of 12 % of the signal amplitude.

Wise, R.S. (Ball Brothers Research Corporation) : A
combined video processing AGO amplifier.
Journal of the SMPTE, No. 4, April 1969, pp. 261-265.

Level B.

Description of a new generation of such equipment, entirely
solid-state and suitable for colour.

Mayer, N. and Sand, R. (I.R.T., Munich) : Stereoskopisches
Femsehen (Stereoscopic television).
Rundfunktechnische Mitteilungen No. 3, June 1969,
pp. 123-134.

Level B.

Principles of such a process : picture generation, transmis-
sion, reproduction. Results obtained with an experimental in-
stallation. Basic geometrical relations.

Bardens, A.T.B, (Redif fusion (Hong Kong) Ltd.) : A com-
plete wired television system.
The Royal Television Society Journal, No. 6, Summer
1969, pp. 122-126.

Level C.

Description of a television system originating two program-
me services and distributing them to more than 80 000 sub-
ssribers by means of an HF wired broadcasting network. Notes
on maintenance, manpower and training, studio facilities, and
discussion of the problems of dual-language operation.

Nieland, Th. J. (Philips) : 300-kW short-wave transmitter
type FB010.
Philips Telecommunication Review, No. 2, May 1969,
pp. 49-58.

Level C.

Description of a new transmitter using tetrodes and pento-
des, covering 3. 2 to 26. 1 MHz. Semi-automatic tuning using
logic-circuits. Variable inductances without sliding contacts.
Semi-conductor supply unit.

Vaynshteyn, G.M. : Balloon station for relaying television.
Telecommunications and Radio Engineering, No. 10,
October 1968, pp. 140-141 (Translated from Russian).

Level C,

Description of a rebroadcasting transmitter borne by a
moored elliptical balloon and supplied by a wind-driven gene-
rator.

Aizenberg, G.Z., Olifin, L.K., Tsvetayev, A.A. and
Romanov, Yu.I. : Rotatable broadcast antenna.
Telecommunications and Radio Engineering, No. 11,
November 1968, pp. 12-19 (Translated from Russian).

Level B.

Mechanical design, geometrical and electrical characteristics,
horizontal and vertical radiation patterns of an HF aerial.

Savitskiy, G.A., Popov, S.G. and Sluchanovskaya, Z.P.:
Aerodynamic stability of antenna structures.
Telecommunications and Radio Engineering, No. 7,
July 1968, pp. 50-54 (Translated from Russian).

Level B.

Presentation of the physical phenomena associated with the
action of the wind, on masts and stays. Devices for reducing
the vibration without recourse to a general increase in the
rigidity.

Schroter, P. (AEG-Telefunken) : Les possibilites du grand
ecran en television et telecinema (The possibilities of the
large screen in television and telecinema).
Bulletin Technique des PTT suisses, No. 7, ' 1969, pp. 298-

Level B.

Possibilities of reducing the sie of receiving aerials, without
on a screen, requiring a definition of 1000 lines, a brightness
of 200 lux and 50 periods per second (Eidophor, Titus tube,
mosaic of cylindrical lenses and elements illuminated by neon
discharge).

Mothersole, P.L. (Mullard Ltd. ) : Television receivers -
A survey of current design trends.
The Radio and Electronic Engineer, No. 6, June 1969,

Level B.

Article based on a paper presented at the International Broad-
casting Convention, London, September 1968. Description of
modern domestic colour and monochrome television receivers,
with emphasis on the introduction of semi-conductor devices
including integrated circuits.

Knight, P. and Thoday, R.D.C. (B.B.C. ) : Influence of the
groimd near transmitting and receiving aerials on the
strength of medium frequency sky waves.
Proceedings of the I.E.E., No. 6, June, 1969, pp. 911-
919.

Level B.

The intensity of the wave radiated practically horizontally
by an MF aerial depends on the soil-conductivity at a distance
of several wavelengths in the direction of propagation. The
field-strength is greater for propagation over the sea and de-
creases when the distance between the transmitter and the coast

increases. Measurements have confirmed the thermal variation

of the field-strength, and the effects of the ground and irre-
gularities of the ionosphere are discussed.
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Wakai, N. (Japanese Telecommunication Administration) :
Mean variations of the night-time ionospheric E layer.
Journal of the Radio Research Laboratories, No. 79,
May 1968, pp. 109-132.

Level B.

Brief summary of earlier measurements. Examination of
measurements made between 1957 and 1961 at Boulder, on

frequencies between 50 and 2000 kHz : determination of the
critical frequency and the virtual height from ionograms ;
mean nocturnal variations of the echoes in the E region. Va-
riation of the critical frequency at midnight as a function of
the solar activity ; values of that frequency at sunrise and sun-
set : variations, as a function of the latitude, of the calm and
disturbed E layer.

Kiihn, U. (R.F.Z., East Berlin) : VHP and UHF pro-
pagation measurements in irregular terrain.
Proceedings of the I.E.E., No. 6, June 1969, pp. 905-
910.

Level B.

Discussion of measurements made at 100, 480 and 780 MHz

with a view to improving the C. C. I.R. curves. The terrain
correction factors indicated by the C. C. I.R. appear to need in-
creasing above 500 MHz.

Sakowski, K. (F.T.Z., Berlin) : Ausbreitungsuntersuchungen
bei einer 12-GHz-Rundstrahlun9 (Propagation experiments
with omnidirectional radiation on 12 GHz).
NTZ Communications Journal, No. 3, March 1969,
pp. 180-184.

Level B.

Theoretical presentation of the conditions of the propagation
of centimetric waves (reflection and diffraction, effect of the
atmosphere). Description of experiments carried out in Berlin
ivith the objective of determining the possibilities of utilising
this frequency band for television. Results of measurements.

Stracca, G.B. (University of Trieste) : Propagation tests
at 11 GHz and 18 GHz on two paths of different length.
Alta Frequenza (English edition). No. 5, May 1969,
pp. 345-361.

Level B.

Results of measurements carried out, over paths of 20 km
and 9 km, from May until October, 1967, in the north of
Italy. Examination of the effect of rain (measured at nine sta-
tions on the 20-km path).

Libois, L.J. (C. N.E.T. ) : Le Centre National d'Etudes
des Telecommunications (The French National Tele-
communication Research Establishment).
Revue Fran?aise de Radiodiffusion et de Television,
No. 9, 1969, pp. 71-86.

Level C.

Functions of the Establishment. Organisation. Detailed
presentation of research undertaken. External relations.

Drummond, J.D. : Color-tv wheel takes a spin jn space.
Electronics, No. 14, 7th July, 1969, pp. 114-117.

Level C.

Description of principles and practice of the field-sequential
colour-television system used during the Apollo-10 space
voyage. Techniques for compensation of Doppler shift and
for transcoding to the NTSC standard, using a multi-track disk
recorder.

Radio-astronomy and space research; review of requirements
for allocations of frequencies.
U.R.S.I. Information Bulletin, No. 171, June 1969, pp. 21-
27.

Level C.

List of frequencies which the Inter-Union Committee on
Frequency Allocation considered desirable for the development
of space research and radio-astronomy. The I.U.C.A.F. repre-
sents the scientific interests of the U.R. S. I., the International
Astronomical Union (I.A.U. ) and the Committee on Space
Research (COSPAR).
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SOUND AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING STATIONS

in the European Broadcasting Area
Changes observed in the spectrum during May and June, 1969

LF and MF.

A few modifications have been observed affecting
medium- and high-power transmitters during the last
two months :

- the power radiated by iLangerijberg (Germany F.R.)
on 1586 kHz has been increased from 400 kW to
800 kW during the night ;
the frequency of tfae 200-kW tmnsmitter at Thourah
(Iraq) faas been changed from 90S to 910 kHz ;

- the frequency of die 20-'kW transmitter at Baghdad
(Imq) has been changed from 1307 kHz to 135'2 kHz.
We have also been informed that a 50-kW trans-

mitter entered serviice at Squinzaao (Italy) at the end
of 1968 on 1448 kHz, a frequency already utilised by
an Italian synchronised network. The power of the
transmitter at Oran (Algeria) on 548 kHz was raised
from 300 to 600 kW in Eebmary, 1969.

A .number of other changes in frequ'eaq? have taken
place 'affecting stations in Egypt, Greece, Spain and
Turkey, and the 1-kW Italian station iat Trento has
changed from 1331 to 1061 kHz.

VHF/FM.

The only major transmitter entering service recently
is that at Haiardtkopf (Germany F.R. ) on 90 MHz
with an ERP of 25 kW.

The two transmitters at Kokkola (Finlaaid) on 97.6
and 99.7 MHz have had their ERP raised from 0.7 to
3 kW. Two groups of three 3-kW transmitters were
placed in service at Karlshamn (90. 3, 93. 4 and

98. 3 MHz) and Oesthammar (89. 1, 92. 8 and
95. 5 MHz) in Sweden.

Othier changes in the spectrum concern only re-broad-

casting stations having powers of less than 500 W, of
whidh one entered service in Denmark, one in Finland,
one in Germany (F.R. ), 3 m Italy, 3 i'n Norway, 22 in
Sweden, 2 in Switzerland and 3 in the United Kingdom.

Television.

A number of high-power transmitters have entered
service in Bands IV and V. Those having an ERP
greater than 100 kW are listed below :
Besanson-Montfaucon (France) Channel 23 ERP 250 kW
Chartres-Montlandon (France) 50 250 kW
Hochsauerland (Germany, F.R. ) 40 250 kW
Schnee-Eifel (Germany, F.R. ) 40 250 kW
Bad Marienburg (Germany, F.R. ) 44 138 kW
Eggegebirge (Germany, F.R. ) 48 110 kW
Pfarrkirchen (Germany, F.R. ) 57 250 kW
Alfabia (Spain) 48 125 kW

Transmitters with ERPs of between 30 and 40 kW
have entered service in Switzerland at Haute Nen'daz
(channel 43), Monte Ceneri (oha'anel 46), Gebidem
(channel 52), Monte San Sal'vatore (channel 54) as
well as at Beja (channel 9) and Sfax (channel 8) in
Tunisia.

As usual, the number of new low-power rebroad-
cast stations is very high. During the period in question,
we have been notified of the Ststt of service from 14
such stations in France, 43 i'n Germany (F.R. ), 5 in
Italy, 8 i'n Norway, 7 m Sweden, 14 in Switzerland
and 7 in the United Kingdom.

E.B.U. ACTIVITIES

Fifth meeting of Sub-group G2 (Television tape-recording) of Working Party G
Brussels, 10th and llth ]une, 1969

Last April, the E.B.U. Technical Committee requested
Sub-group G2 to hold a meeting at the beginning of
June in order to prepare contributions to the work of
C. C. I.R. Study Group X, which is to meet next Septem-
ber. The Sub-group therefore held its fifth meeting at
the E.B.U. Techniaal Centre in Brussels on 10th and
llth June, 1969, under its Chairman, Dr. P. Zaccarian
(RAI)-..

The first item on the agenda was the examination
of a new S. M. P.T.E. Recommended Practice giving
specifications for the tape coafigumtion and also the
head-wiheel panel of television tape-maahines. The Sub-
group considered that certain parameters likely to affect
the position of 'this region of tbe tape were not expres-

sed sufficiently explicitly, and several comments were
formulated, whidi were communicated by the Chaifman
to the S. M. P.T.E. in the form of a letter addressed to
the secretariat of its committees.

One recording characteristic whose importance has
been revealed in practice is th'e (ape speed ; if this
speed is not defined precisely, neither will be the posi-
tlon of the transverse tracks on which the video signals
are recorded, and such tapes cannot satisfactorily be
spliced electronically or mechanically. Two possible
methods were proposed for the accurate measurement
of the tape speed : the reproduction of a standard tape
recorded under controlled conditions, or the precise
measurement of the separation between successive video
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tracks. The former method is difficult to apply without
specifying precisely the tension and elasticity of the
tape ; moreover, recent exp'eriments carried out at the
O.R.T.F. had shown that the second 'miethod is inexact
because the spread in the measurements is of the same
order of magnitude as the desired tolerance. It is
nonetheless the latter metho'd which wias preferred by
the Sub-group, in specifying the position of the tracks
with a tolerance of 2 %g. Measurements will be perfor-
med by other orga'nisatioas to dietermine the precision
with which this dimension may be mieasured.

To improve splices between tapes having different
origins, it appeared to be essential to specify a very
strict toleraace (± 0. 1 mm) on the position of the
field-synchronismg pulse recorded on the video tracks.
As modem television taipe-machiaes can comply with
this tolerance, the Sub-group reco'mmended that its
application should be considered, except 'in the case of
tapes not intended for editing.

The two parameters whidi have just been defined and
which increase the precision of the d'imiensions of the

recorded tracks, have been the subject of la draft contri-
bution to the work of the C.C. I.R., prepared by the
Sub-group. Other specifications in the " E.B.U. Stan-
dards for television tape ceoordings " should also be
modified, but .after di'scussioa the Sub-group preferred
to postpone the question until its next meeting, so that
additional information could be obtain'ed. This was

the case in ipartiouliar for the 'definition of the pr'e-
emphasis and de-emphasis of the video signal, as well
as 'the tolecance on the longitudinal position of the
control tmck.

This latter point is related to the types of signals
likely to be recorded on the control tcack, which is
being used more and .more frequently by television orga-
nisations for recordings of coded data. The most com-
m'on appl'ication, which the Sub-group wishes to see
growing in future, is the recording of timing referen-
ces. As several wa-ys of encoding such signals have
alceady been proposed by manufacturers, the Sub-group
does not wish them to proliferate further ; it therefore
asked for this problem to be studied immediately on the
interaaltional plane, and produced a draft study pro-
gramme for submission to the C.C. I.R. In the immediate
future, while desiring that the control track should

remain at the disposail of the receiving organisation, the
Sub-grou'p considered that, if the recording of time
references became general, they should represent a time
incfeasing unifof'm'ly from the start to the end of the
pfogcamm.e.

The Sub-group proceeded as usual to a long ex-
change of views on methods of measuring various para-
meters and on the use and operation of equipment. Two
faults, which received particular attention, were diffe-
renti'al phase distortion 'and moire ; methods for
measuring them or for reduoing them are already under
study by several organisations. The S'ub-group discussed
the utilisation of slow-motion and helioal-scan tele-
vision tape-'machines, as well as auxiliary equipment
such as velodty-'error compensators and dfop-out com-
pensators. It examined the current trends regarding
techniques of tape editing, and foiimillated a aumbef
of advantages and disadvantages of several types of
recently developed m'agn'etic tapes. Two new types of
tape-machines were of particular interest : one utilised
tape cartri'dges and the dther had a control panel which
automatically actuated the operation and editing of
tapes.

The Sub-group also exsaimined the possibility of
specifying an alignment leader for colour-television
tapes, by means of a pattern of colour bars with the
lower third replaced by a red panel. This test-pattem,
which is useM only for NTSC or PAL signals, will
be used experimenta.lly by several Members.

At the request of the Technical Committee, the Sub-
group interested itself m the new multiplex sound-in-
vision recording system recently 'developed by the B.B.C.
However, it was unable to reach any conclusion re-
garding the possibility of tape-fecor'ding the encoded
signals. The B.B.C. will investigate this question.

The Sub-group has fixed the Spring of 1970 in
principle for its next meeting, which will be canc'erned
principally with the revision of the E.B.U. Standards,
taking into account the wofk acoomplisfaed by the
C.C. I.R. and I.E.C. in 1969.

After the meeting, the participants were able to visit
the principal installations of the new Broadcasting
House in Bmssels. in which the first television studios
entered service early in 1968.

Thirt'eenth meeting of Working Party B
(Ionospheric propagation on kilometric, hectometric and metric

Paris, 18th to 20th ]une, 1969

(Band I) waves)

The forecasting of field-strength on LF and MF,
whioh rem'ai'as the pri'aciip'al sKbject of study by Working
Party B, and which is the ibasis of all the work involved
in preparing frequency plans for those bands, is
at present effected by using C. C. I.R. Report 264-1.
That report has been criticised on several oc-
oasions, mainly as regards the influence of certain
phenomena sudh as the Earth's magnetic field, and the
cocrection that should be made to take account of the

vertical mdiation patterns of the aerials. It also has
the disadvantage of omitting any indication of the

confidence limit of the forecasts. Finally, field-
strengths are given only for distances between about
300 and 3500 km, and it is difficult to make valid
extrapolations, especially for longer distances.

This problem wias consequently (he suibject of most
of the work at the recent meeting of Working Party B,
which was held in Paris from 18th to 20th June, 1969
at the invitation of the O. R.T. F. In order to impr'ove
the reliability of the forecasts, it is neoesswy to recon-
si'der the results of all the measureme'nts obtamed by
Working Party B and to derive new formulae for
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the prediction of field. strength on the basis
of these data. Two methods of attacking the problem
were considered. The first method is based on physical
assumptions for establishing a model of the ionos-
phere. The results of the measurements are then used
to determine statistically the differences between the
field-strength that would be obtained with such a

mean and calm " ionosphere, and the actual field-
strength. In this way, one obtains either empirical cor-
rection coefficients or, in the most unfavourable case,
a confidence factor for the deviation. This method
has the disadvantage that the ionosphere normalised in
this way is a physical fiction amd that it 'is difficult to
determine the values of the parameters taken into con-
sideration. The B. B.'C. Research Department intends
to apply such a method, doing so in close collaboration
with Working Party B.

The second method seeks to avoid making any
assumption regarding the laws governing the action of
tihe ionosphere which cesults in the fiel'd-strtength actually
measured, or at any rate to make such an assumptio'n
only when absolutely necessary. In this way, the laws
are deteflmined by a purely statistical calculation, only
those parameters which can have an influence on the
propiagation being fixed. It is on this basis that Work-
ing Party B intends to 'proceed wifh the theoretioal
work. It was recognised during the course of (he discus-
sions that neither of the two methods 'has, compared
with the other, sufficiently dear merits or demerits

to make possible a deftnitive choice at the present
time. In any case, both methods call for the use of a
computer, and it is in this field that progress has
evidently been made since the time when the cunres
at present in use for the prediction of field-strength
were determined.

The Working Party also reviewed the propagation
paths at present being used for the measurements.
Several paths in Europe are now the subject of
recording, with the essential aim of obtaining measure-
ment results covering a complete solar cycle ; measure-
ments throughout the whole night were begun only
in 1959, and these will therefore continue until
1971. For the recordings of the field-strength
obtained at distances in excess of 3500 km, it is
necessary to use transmissions originating in other
continents (from countries in Asia, Africa and the
A'merioas). The Working Party examined the results
already detained over these paths and drafted a con-
tribution intended for C.C. I.R. Study Group VI,
summarising the results obtained so far. They relate to
twenty paths, of which twelve have been studied for a
period of at least twelve months, and the results are
summarised in the graph reproduced below. It will be
seen that, in general, the field-strength measured is
substantially greater th'an would be expected from a
purely mathematical extrapolation of (he propagation
foinnula given in C.C.I.R. Report 264-1. It is too
eariy to 'draw any qiiantitative condusions, but it will

be necessary to be able to forecast field-strengths at

([d8p]

Field-strength of the indirect ray measured during the E.B.U. measurement programmes, for
11 paths of lengths ranging from 3000 to 10000 km.

Each dot represents the annual mean value of the half-hourly median values of the field-strength
measured over the path, corrected for a reference transmitting aerial. The four propagation curves
were calculated by means of formula la in C. C. I. R. Report 264-1, reproduced on the "graph. The
length of the arrow adjacent to each dot indicates the difference between the measured field-strength
(annual mean) and the figure corresponding to the C.C.I.R. propagation curve (extrapolated).
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such distances before the frequency assignment con-
ferenoe that the I.T.U. has planned for 1974 (see
p. 169 of this present issue). It is evident that this
matter is primordial for the success of any future efforts
to prepare frequency plans, and consequently Worlang
Party B is concentrating all its attention on it. The
Working Party discussed also some points of detail
regarding the field-strength prediction curves, includ-
ing the effect of path orientation and of pola.nsation
and propagation at distances of less than 300 km.

Working party B also deals, of course, with
ionospheric propagation on VHP, with particular

reference to Television Band I. The measurement pro-
grammes which have been in progress since 1961 in
Europe are to be continued until 1973, also 'in order
to cover a full solar cyde. This matter was very
thoroughly examined by C.C. I.R. Study Group VI at
Boulda- in 1968, and Wofking Party B discussed some
suggestions made by the members of that Study Group,
in order to improve not only the presentation of die
results obtained^ but also the methods of analysing die
recordings. It is to be hoped that, when (his work is
completed, there will be available figures for making a
reliable forecast of field-strength in Band I, at any rate
as far as Europe is concerned.

First meeting of Sub-group K3 (Direct television broadcasting by satellite)
of Working Party K

Brussels, 3rd and 4th July, 1969

At its last meeti'ng at Split, from 18th to 20th Marc'h,
1969*, WoAing Party K pcoposed to entrust to a spe-
cialised Sub-group all technical questions associated
with direct broadoastiog from satellites. This Sub-
group, K3, which was set up by the Technical Committee
in Vienna, met for the first time at the beginning of
July at the E.B.U. Technicdl Centre in Bmssels, under
its Chairman, Mr. C. Terzani (RAI).

At that meeting, the Sub-group first proceeded to
examine its terms of reference, which consist essen-
tial'ly of the task of assembling all the basic data
enabling the next Wofld Administrative Space Confe-
renoe to be presented with the needs of broadcasting in
the bands allocated to space services (according to the
Radio Regul'ations, 'broadcastiag from satellites is a
space service). It then exammed a series of documents,
some of which had been submitted directly to the
Working Party and the others had been issued by the
C.C. I.R.^ the United Nations and the C. E.T. S.

The discussion enabled fhe Sub-group to formulate
some fundamentia.1 ideas in the domain of the charac-
teristics of a future system of sound or television
broadcasting by satellites. It confir'med that, if such
services were to be provided in the SHF band, frequency
modulation would be utilised. If amplitude modulation
were to be used, lin other frequency bands for example,
the question of the system would not arise, as the
systems at present used for terrestrial broadcasting
wodld be suitable. In order to facilfbate possible sharing
between terrestrial broadcasting and satellite broad-
casting, it would be useful to foresee frequency-mo-

* See E. B. U. Review, No. 114-A, p. 97.

dulation television systems having a bandwidth which
is a multiple of 8 MHz ; later studies will be based on
this assumption. The Sub-group also considered that
it would be useful to take account of economic data in
its studies.

The Sub-group then examined the problem of
protection raltios ; it will attempt to set values for these
parameters, particularly in the case of the mutual
protection between frequency-modularion systems, and
in the case of interference between frequency-mo-
dulation and ampUtudi e-modu'lation systems. Questions
concerning aerials will have to be resolved in order
to achieve the idesired objective. Under pfesent con-

dibions, it will remain indispensable to envisage a
number of possibilities, and each study should be based
on a series of possible parameters.

The Sub-grovp was interested to hCT.r that research
carried out "by the B.B.C. had provided information
regarding the problem of the mmknum field-strengths
to" be utilised." On this topdc, the fact that a given
picture quality will be available throughout almost the
whole of the area of coverage of a satellite is an
important facitor ; the situation is different for ter-
restrial services where coverage studies are based on
the picture quality in the fringe zones of the sewioe
area of the transmitters. The Sub-graup was also
interested in B.B.C. studies which relate 'the position
and angular separation of satellites to the problems
of the 'pcepacation of frequency-assignmient plans ; it
expressed the view that these studied should be pursued.

The Sub-group finally drew up a catalogue of
questions for study, and, as far as wtas possible, divided
the corresponding tasks among its members.

Marconi telecine
Colour and black and white

Full facilities telecine

Type B3402
Offers unrivalled facilities for the repro-
duction of colour and black-and-white
35mm and 16mm film and slides.

Correction for badly exposed films

Reproduction oi negative co/owfilm

Colour masking for improved colour
reproduction

Automatic projector operation
Lamphouses with automatic
lamp-change

Reverse running

16mm telecine equipment
Type B3400
Provides ample facilities for the repro-
duction of black-and-whitefilm and

slides, and is an ideal equipment forthe
smaller station.

Remote control

Simple, highly reliable optical system
High quality reproduction

Positive and negative film reproduction

Right: Three Marconi B 3402 full
facilities telacine's at Yorkshire TV
Studios. Leeds.

1

Above: Telecine Room at Channel 13 in
Mexico City, with Marconi B 340016mm
telecine in the foreground and theB3402
full facilities telecine on the right.

THE QUEEN'S AWARD TO INOUSTRV
1966 1967 1368 1963

The Marconi Company Limited
Broadcasting Division, Chelmsford, Essex, England

Member of GEC-Marconi Electronics Limited

LTD/B94



New from Gates:

a 100,000-watt
medium-wave transmitter-

63% overall efficiency
and exclusive PDM*

LO\/V PO^A/ER TELEVISION
TRANSMITTERS 1 \A/ATT

.^ ^" "~"'^^¥$ KS

SN»S

'Exclusive Gates "Pulse Duration Modulation", patent applied for.

This is the world's most advanced medium-wave broadcast
transmitter.

It offers overall efficiency of 65% never before realized
in a 100,000-watt transmitter, and achieved at high-level
modulation. Only five tubes! Features vapor-phase cooling
plus solid-state exciter and audio input stages.
It makes all other 100,000-watt medium-wave transmitters
obsolete.

We welcome your inquiry.

GATES RADIO COMPANY
QUINCY, ItllNOIS 62301, U. S.A.
A subsidiary of Harris-lntertype Corporation

e. g. STANDARD L
- Fully complies with trench
O.R.T. F. SN 734 specification.

Power amplifiers which
use the basic 1 watt trans-
mitter as driver can also
be supplied 5 W, 10 W,
100 W;1kW (solid state
up to 10 watts).

. IVIULTISTANDARO

. BANDS I III IV V

. COMPLETELY SOLID STATE

. FULL COLOUR SPECIFICATIOIMS

_USES
- As driver for power amplifiers
- As reference instrument for measuring other

transmitters
- As test signal source for distribution in

domestic receiver factories
- For teledistribution

PRINCIPAL TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

All standards
All bands

e.g. STANDARD B AND G (complies fully with Swiss
and German ARD 5/6 specifications)

Negativ modulated vision
Frequency modulated sound
Intermodulation 51 d8

Thermal unweighted noise vision 63 dB
sound 60 dB

Differential gain 0. 95
Static linearity 0. 95
Differential phase < 3°
Group delay time
± 50 ns 0 to 3 MHz
± 30 ns at 4. 43 MHz
± 100 ns at 4. 8 MHz

. Audio harmonic distortion ;s 1 %

. Frequency stability Normal 10-B
Optional 10-8

I LABORATOIRE BENERAL DES TELECOMMUNICATIONS
i 4, rue de Garches (92) Saint-Cloud - France - Tel. : 603. 50.15 Telex: 27. 847

leading european translator manufacturer



Lodge auditorium seating
superbly equips British Television Centre

--\

Photographed above is the Lodge portable/retractable seating as supplied to the B.B.C. Television Centre,
London and manufactured to B.B.C. Specification. . The seating is comfortably upholstered and folds down
flat into the unit when retracted. Each unit is 6 seats wide by 10 rows deep, with two units made up as
centre gangways with 4 seats. The inset picture shows the compact retraction and easy mobility of the
installation. . Lodge make all kinds of auditorium seating and tailor them to your special needs. Many of
the finest television studios and sports halls in Britain have been equipped by us. That is why we can
justly claim « Lodge Leads » ! A call from you will bring
our technical representative to your office to discuss your
own special needs.

leads WITH PORTABLE AND RETRACTABLE SEATING

LODGE (EQUIPMENT) LTD., ISLAND FARM TRADING ESTATE. WEST MOLESEY.
SURREY, ENGLAND. MOLESEY 8236/7/8 GRAMS LODGESPORTS

1 ill5 1^^
y-MS6. . ---^" &.. . 1 \a

regia^cle car de fepoftage'de television coylaur

it'^^fetiston cwteur

A COMPLETE RANGE :
that of THOMSON-CSF colour-television equipment

colour camera channels
colour video mixers
colour slide-scanner

16-mm colour-film scanner
35-mm colour-film scanner

colour-bar test-pattern
colour picture-monitor
test-signal generator
coders and decoders

colour-television OB vehicles, etc.

^
TMOMSON-CSF

DIVISION "RADIODIFFUSION TELEVISION"
100 Rue du Fosse-Blanc - 92 Gennevilliers

Direction commerciale : 1 Rue d'Anjou - 92 Asnieres FRANCE - Tel, 733. 21. 40 Telex 62. 573 THOMDRT ASNIE



STEREOPHONIC AND MONOPHONIC RADIO PROGRAMS
DISTRIBUTED OVER RADIO RELAY SYSTEMS

New system, based on a concept developed by the Netherlands Radio Union (N. R. U.)
distributes simultaneously three encoded stereophonic and three monophonic programs
(or twelve monophonic programs) over a single radio relay link.

Advantages of the system

iSSKiVy3!'^S/3fiS':&s!iyS&,KSSM&SSSS&

Quality of the distributed signal is far superior
than when distributed with any other system.
Quality remains virtually unaffected by the
distance over which the signal is relayed.
No demodulation takes place at ihtenmediate
relay stations but only at the station from which
the program is finally to be broadcast.

System provides an excellent means for inter-
national exchange of programs via Eurovisjon
and Intervision networks.

Price of the system and cost of maintenance
are lower than of any other system.
Through modular construction of modulator and
demodulator units, each unit is available with
as many channel modules as required. Additi-
onal units can be quickly and easily installed.

fl l»>.. \.

For further information please contact:

^W^stte^
ELECTRONICS

13 Cort van der Lindenstraat RIJSWUK (Z. H.) - The Netherlands
P.O. Box 4542 - Phone: 070 . 99.63.60 *



Advertising in the E. B. U. Review

PART A - TECHNICAL

Part A of the E. B. U. Review appears in separate English and French editions at intervals of two months

As its main purpose is to keep the senior engineers of broadcasting orga.nisa+ions informed of developments
in sound and television broadcasting, it cons+i+u+es an extremely effective medium for publicity for firms in the
radio and associated industries.

ADVERTISING RATES

Space in EITHER the English
OR French edition

] full-page . . 2 800 Belgian francs

Space in BOTH the English
AND French editions

I full-page . . . 4 200 Belgian francs

. One full-page insertion in five consecutive issues en-
titles the advertiser to a sixth full-page insertion free of
charge.

. The rates for advertisements on the first and last pages
in each of the two sections reserved for advertisements
will be increased by 50%.

. The extra charge for printing an additional colour is
1.200 Belgian francs per page per edition.

. Any cost involved in making up Or modifying the blocks,
or in adapting them to publication in the other language
used will be charged to the advertisers as well as, in some
coses, the cost of translation. Such adaptation is made

only at the definite request of the advertiser.

. The Belgian tax on advertising contracts (7%) is
charged to the advertisers.

. The commission allowed to advertising agencies is 15%.

TECHNICAL DATA

Width Height
mm (inches) mm (inches)

Printed surface :

full-page 192 (7 1/2) 270 (10'/2)
Screen : 100 to 150 dots per cm2.

3 050 copies ore printed of each issue (both editions).
Months of publication : February, April, June, August,

October and December.

GENERAL CONDITIONS

(I) Copy and blocks must reach the

Technical Centre of the E. B. U.,

32, avenue Albert Lancaster, Brussels 1 8, Belgium,

before the 1st of the month preceding the month of publi-
cation of the issue in which they are to appear.

(2) Amendments to space orders, or stop orders, for any
issue can only be taken into account if they reach the
E. B. U. at last 15 days before the 1st of the month of

publication of that issue.

(3) The E. B. U. reserves the right to refuse any advert-
isement which it considers unsuitable.

(4) Proofs of advertising matter will be sent to adver-
tisers only when specifically requested and corrected proofs
must be returned within a week.

(5) Advertisers receive one free copy of each edition
in which their publicity appears.

(6) Blocks are not returned to the advertiser except
upon request.

(7) Invoices are issued for each insertion individually and
are payable, within 30 days of the date of each invoice,
to the technical Centre :

. through E. B. U. account No 560.743 of the Societe Ge-
nerale de Banque, Agence Vivier d'Oie, Bruxelles 18, or

. through Postal Cheque Account (C.C. P. ) No 729.87
« U. E. R., Centre Technique, Bruxelles ».

The E. B. U. reserves the right to stop the execution of
current orders in the case of non-payment afte, the date
limit.

^
SIEMENS

Complete Broadcast
Transmitter Stations

Shortwave - Mediumwave - Longwave

Especially designed for easy maintenance
Carrier Power Output 10, 000 to 600/000 Watts

Paralleling Devices for double Power Output
also 10, 000 WattVHF-FM Transmitter ("One Heater only")

SIEMENS AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
8000 Munchen 80, St. -Martin-Strafie 76 242.215.4
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REEWIEHEURS

REEMETTEURS TV
bandes IV et V

Equipement de base entiere-
ment transistorise utilisable
en :
^ REEMETTEUR 500 mW
^ EXCITATEUR d'amplifica-

teurs de puissance 5 W -
25 W ou plus

Normes CCIR ou ORTF

REEMETTEURS MF
bande 87,5/108 MHz

Equipement de base entiere-
ment transistorise de cons-
truction modulaire delivrant
une puissance de 1, 5 W ou
w w
Utilisable seul ou comme
excitateur d'amplificateurs :

^ 50W(asemi-conducteurs)

^-1-2/3 kW (a tubes)
Transmission de 1, 2 ou 3
programmes mono ou ste-
reo par diplexage ou tn-
plexage

Tl/TRANSLATORS
band IV e V

Fully transistorised basic unit
operated as:

^ 500 mW TRANSLATOR

>. Power amplifier EXCITER
5W - 251V or over

CC//? or ORTF specifications

FMTRANSLATORS
band 87. 5/W8 Mc/s

Fully transistorised basic unit
of modular design delivering
a power of 1, 5W or 10W

Operated alone or as an am-
plifier exciter:

> 50W (solid-state)

^ 1-2 / 3 kW (tubes/

Transmission of 1, 2 or 3 mo-
naural or stereo programs by
diplexing or triplexing

»821 WW

TELECOMMUNICATIONS RADIOELECTRiaUES ET TEl.EPHONiaUES
BS rue Brillat-Savar-in - PARIS 13- - T61. : 707. 7779 - FRANCE^

EBU Memben

ACTIVE MEMBERS ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

Austria

Belgium

Cyprus

Denmark

Finland

France

Germany
(Fed. Republic)

Greece

Iceland

Ireland

..reel

Italy

Lebanon

Luxembourg

Monaco

Morocco

Netherlanda

Norway

Portugal

Spain

Sweden

Switzerland

Tunisia

Turkey

United Kingdom

Vatican State

Yugoslavia

Osterrelchlscher Rundfunk Ges.m.b.H.

Radiodiffusion-Television Beige -
Institut des Services Communs

forming the association of the following organisations:
Radiodiffusion-T61evision Beige, gmissions frangaises
Belgische Radio en Televisie, Nederlandse uitzendin-
gen

Cyprus Broadcasting Corporation

Danmarks Radio

Oy. Yleisradlo Ab.

Office de Radiodiffusion-Televislon Francaise

Arbeitsgemelnschaft der Offentllch - Rechtlichen Rund-
funkanstalten der Bundesrepubllk Deutschland (ARD)
comprising :

Bayerischer Rundfunk Suddeutscher Rundfunk
Hessischer Rundfunk Sudwestfunk
Norddeutscher Rundfunk Westdeutscher Rundfunk
Radio Bremen Deutsche Welle
Saarlandischer Rundfunk Deutschlandfunk
Sender Freies Berlin

Zweites Deutsches Fernsehen

Hellenic National Broadcasting Institute

Riklsutvarpld

Radio Telefis Elreann

Israel Broadcasting Authority - Kol Yisrael

RAI - Radiotelevisione Itatlana

Minlstere de I'Orientation, de I'lnformatlon et du
Tourlsme

Compagnie Luxembourgeoise de T616diffuslon (Radio-
Tele-Luxembourg)

Radio Monte-Carlo

Radiodiffusion-Televislon Marocaine

Nederlandse Omroepstichting (N.O.S.), comprising :
Algemene Vereniging Radio Omroep
Katholieke Radio Omroep
Nederlandse Christelijke Radio Vereniging
Omroepvereniging VARA
Televisie Radio Omroep Stichting
Vrijzinnig Protestantse Radio Omroep

Norsk Rikskringkastlng

Emlssora Nacional de Radiodifusao
RTP - Radiotelevisao Portuguesa S.A. R. L.

Direccion General de Radiodifusion y Televisl6n

Sveriges Radio

Societ6 Suisse de Radiodiffusion et T616vision

Radiodiffusion-TeIevision Tunislenne

Tiirklye Radio-Televizyon Kurumu

British Broadcasting Corporation
Independent Television Authority and Independent
Television Companies Association Ltd.

Radio Vatlcana

Jugoslovenska Radiotelevizija

Algeria

Australia

Brazil

Canada

Ceylon

Chad

Congo (Kinshasa)

Costa Rica

Dahomey

Gabon

Ghana

Honduras

! ran

Ivory Coast

Japan

Kenya

Kuwait

Liberia

Libya
Malagasy Republic
Malawi

Malta

Mexico

New Zealand

Niger

Nigeria

Pakistan

Peru

Rhodesia

South Africa

Tanzania

United States

Uppw Voha

Venezuela

Radio<llffusion-T616vision Alg6rlenne

Australian Broadcasting Commission
Federation of Australian Commercial Television Sta-
tions

Associagao Brasileira de Emlssoras de Radio et Tele
vlsao
Diarios Associados Ltda.
TV Glabo Ltda.

Canadian Broadcasting Corporation - La Socl6t6 Radio
Canada

Ceylon Broadcasting Corporation

Radiodiffusion-Television Tchadienne

Radiodiffusion-Television Nationaie Congolaise

Telesistema Naclonal, S. R. L.

Radiodiffusion du Dahomey

Radiodiffusion-T616vision Gabonalse

Ghana Broadcasting Corporation

Teledifusora de Honduras, S.A.

National Iranian Television and National Iranian Radio
Television of Iran

Radiodiffusion Television Ivolrlenne

Fuji Telecasting Company Ltd.
Mainichi Broadcasting System Inc.
National Association of Commercial Broadcasters In
Japan
Nippon Educational Television Company, Ltd.
Nippon Hoso Kyokal
Nippon Television Network Corporation
Tokyo Broadcasting System, Inc.

The Voice of Kenya

Kuwait Broadcasting and Television Service

Liberian Broadcasting Corporation

Libyan Broadcasting Service
Radiodiffusion-Television Malgache

Malawi Broadcasting Corporation

Broadcasting Authority-Maita, and Malta Television
Service Ltd.

Television Independiente de Mexico
Telesistema Mexicano S.A.

New Zealand Broadcasting Corporation

Office de Radlodlffuslon-T616vlslon du Niger

Nigerian Broadcasting Corporation

Pakistan Television Corporation Ltd.
Radio Pakistan

Panamericana Television

Teledos S.A.

Rhodesia Broadcasting Corporation

South African Broadcasting Corporation

Tanzania Broadcasting Corporation

American Broadcasting Companies, Inc.
Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.
National Association of Educational Broadcasters
National Broadcasting Company, Inc.
National Educational Telsvision
Time-Life Broadcast. Inc.

US Information Agency

Radiodiffusion-Tglevision Voltalque

Teleinversiones C.A
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